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FOREWORD 

THE ASPIRATIONS OF ABORIGINES LIVING AT YARRABAH IN RELATION TO 
LOCAL MANAGEMENT AND HUMAN RIGHTS  

The paper that follows draws together the aspirations of 
Aborigines living at Yarrabah (located near Cairns in 
Queensland) as stated early in 1984. It reviews the extent to 
which those aspirations have been met by the provisions of the 
Community Services (Aborigines) Act 1984 (Old) and the Land Act 
(Aboriginal and Islander Land Grants) Amendment Act 1984 (Old). 

In its Occasional Paper on Aboriginal By-Laws and Human Rights 
(Occasional Paper No. 5) the Commission noted that the review of 
Aboriginal by-laws the Paper contained was only a beginning. 
'It should ultimately be supplemented by a further comprehensive 
study of how the by-laws and other subordinate legislation 
applying to Aboriginal reserves actually work in practice.' The 
present study was commissioned in order to provide a detailed 
account of the situation in one Aboriginal community, Yarrabah. 

The Commission regrets that for various reasons it has not been 
possible to publish this paper until now. The issues discussed 
do, however, remain critical not only for the people of Yarrabah 
but for Aborigines throughout Queensland. The Commission 
intends the paper to stimulate a discussion on Aboriginal 
self-management and it looks forward to receiving comments from 
interested individuals and groups. Reactions from Aboriginal 
communities in Queensland will be particularly welcome - whether 
their views are similar to those of the people of Yarrabah, or 
contain different perspectives. 

The Commission acknowledges the assistance Ms Miller's paper 
provided in the preparation of its own Report on the Community 
Services (Aborigines) Act (Report No. 9). It also expresses its 
thanks to the following organisations for their assistance to 
Ms Miller: Yarrabah Council, Woompera-Muralug Housing Society, 
Wu Chopperen Medical Centre, North Queensland Land Council, 
Kuiyam Hostel, the Aboriginal Development Commission and the 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs. 
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SUMMARY 

There has been much rhetoric about land rights and self-

management/self-determination on both sides of the public 

debate. Rarely has there been a detailed examination of what 

these issues mean in concrete terms for an Aboriginal 

community. This examination of the aspirations of Yarrabah 

Aborigines in relation to local management and human rights 

inevitably produces such a document, for these are the central 

concerns of Queensland Aboriginal communities. Any such 

consultation with an Aboriginal community in Queensland at this 

point of time must focus on an analysis of the Community 

Services (Aborigines) Act 1984 (Q1d) and the Land Act 

(Aboriginal and Islander Land Grants) Amendment Act 1984 (Qld) 

to see to what extent these Acts satisfy or discount Aboriginal 

aspirations and increase or infringe their basic human rights. 

Community Services (Aborigines) Act 

Aboriginal aspirations at Yarrabah suffered a blow with the 

ramming through Queensland Parliament of the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Bill on 13 April 1984. The Yarrabah Council sent a 

telegram to the Federal Government four days later asking it to 

'take over and fund Yarrabah reserve for the people of Yarrabah 

and implement self-management and the Minister's five principles 

regarding land rights ...'. 

Three weeks later a reply was received that model land 

rights legislation would not be enacted before 1985 (after the 

next Federal election) and that a meeting with Mr Katter, the 

Queensland Minister, was being arranged to discuss Yarrabah.1 

The Council then decided to work with the Community 

Services (Aborigines) Act under protest because there seemed to 

be no alternative. Certain amendments were, however, requested. 
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At a small public meeting on 18 May 1984, residents sent a 

similar telegram to Canberra and a petition was circulated which 

over 400 people (over 60 per cent of the adults) signed. 

The crux of the dissatisfaction with the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act is that it does not give self-management. As 

the Chairman of Yarrabah, Roy Gray, says 'It is only a name 

change, not a real change', with the Director of the Department 

of Aboriginal and Islander Advancement (DAIA) becoming the 

Under-Secretary of the Department of Community Services (DCS), 

and the (white) Manager becoming the Executive Officer. The 

Yarrabah Council wanted the balance of power to change so that 

the Council would run the community, not the Executive Officer, 

who would have the same role as a Shire Clerk. The Council 

wanted departmental staff seconded to it for up to three years 

to facilitate the changeover. However the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act has maintained a situation where there are two 

administrations - the Department and its staff with most of the 

power, and the Council and its staff. The Executive Officer has 

to approve each and every expenditure of Queensland Government 

grants .
2
 

The other matter of great dissatisfaction to the Yarrabah 

community is the Aboriginal Industries Board (AIB), on which 

there was no consultation by Government beforehand. Previously, 

income from enterprises on communities did not go back into the 

community fund but into the Aborigines Welfare Fund controlled 

by the Government to service all the communities. That body 

continues to exist but this function, which is deeply resented, 

will be taken over by the AIB. From an Aboriginal point of view 

the situation is not helped by the fact that Mr Pat Rilloran, 

the Under Secretary, is the Chairman, and the Governor-in-

Council will appoint three (probably non-Aborigines) to the 

Board of nine; the other five being appointed by the Aboriginal 

Co-ordinating Council which consists of the Chairmen of all 

reserves/trust areas, and replaces the Aboriginal Advisory 

Council. The latter body voted at its Weipa meeting in 
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May to have Mr Rilloran removed from the Department.
3
 There is 

no guarantee that a Yarrabah person will be on the AIB. The 

Minister may recommend to the Governor-in-Council that an 

administrator replace AIB members without specifying a reason. 

The Administrator can run the AIB for up to two years. 

The Yarrabah Council had requested that all assets of 

DAIA/DCS be handed over to it and that the Council decide which 

enterprises would be run in the Yarrabah community by it, 

private individuals or the Co-operative. However DCS is 

retaining some enterprises, and handing some over to the AIB 

which can gradually divest them to Councils and individuals. 

The dual management of Yarrabah by the DAIA/DCS and the 

Aboriginal Council is causing great distress on Yarrabah because 

their priorities are different; DCS has most of the power and 

the Executive Officer on Yarrabah is not interested in divesting 

management power to Aborigines but is frustrating the Council's 

steps at every point. The Chairman of Yarrabah, Councillor Roy 

Gray, said, 'There could be two separate developments at 

Yarrabah - two water pipes, two roads, two lots of machinery. 

We thought we needed the DCS to help phase self-management in 

but it is not working out that way. The Department seems to be 

in competition with us' .
4
 

There are many other complaints by Yarrabah Aborigines against 

the Community Services (Aborigines) Act which they feel 

infringes basic human rights: 

1. Significant departures from the Local Government Act in 

the area of financial accountability, which constitute 

Inequality before the law. 

2. Self-determination which is a basic human right is 

denied, e.g. the Minister can dissolve an elected 

Council in his absolute discretion; and there is no 

time limit before fresh elections. 
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3. The old by-laws are still in force for the time being 

and they infringe the right of fieedop of Assembly. 

4. Although the Community Services (Aborigines) Act makes 

no mention of Award wages, these are still not being 

paid to DCS workers. Sacked DAIA workers are having 

difficulties at the moment with long service leave 

entitlements. 

5. Residents cannot elect to go to a Magistrates Court for 

by-law and regulations infringements. They must go 

before an Aboriginal Court. Public servants 

automatically go before a Magistrates Court. This 

constitutes inequality before the lay. 

6. The right to inherit is infringed by the Community 

Services (Aborigines) Act which provides that if an 

Aborigine dies without appointing an executor, or an 

Aborigine is missing, the Under Secretary decides who 

succeeds to his or her estate or whether anybody does. 

7. The right to housing is a basic human right. There is 

a great housing need at Yarrabah. Although self-

management has been met by giving the Council 

responsibility for housing, the threat is that the 

resources will not be there from Queensland Government 

public housing funds to make this meaningful. 

S. The Yarrabah community has been discriminated against 

in the unequal provision of educational facilities by 

the Queensland Government which has refused to provide 

covered walkways and a covered lunch area for the high 

school students to protect them from heavy summer rains 

and heat. 

9. To achieve equality before the law, consonant with the 

principles of self-determination, the Liquor Act should 

apply on Yarrabah. 
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10. The Community Services (Aborigines) Act allows the 

Council and Courts to take Aboriginal culture into 

account, but tribal and customary marriages are no 

longer recognised by the Queensland Government. 

Special provisions for recognising tribal and customary 

law principles in the administration of the estates of 

intestate Aboriginals have also been left out. 

11. The provision for Visiting Justices to report on 

communities to the Under Secretary every three months 

on any matter on which he requests a report, and the 

ability of the Under Secretary to appoint 'any person' 

to hold inquiries smacks of an Orwellian (Big Brother) 

type scrutiny of communities like Yarrabah and 

constitutes racial discrimination. 

There is concern among some Yarrabah residents that under 

s.18 of the Community Services (Aborigines) Act, they will be 

struck off the roll and ineligible to vote for or stand for 

Mulgrave Shire Council elections if they are on the voters' roll 

for Yarrabah Council elections. This is despite the fact that 

the Community Services (Aborigines) Act is only a parody of 

local government and in some ways gives fewer rights to 

Aborigines than they had before. However, the Yarrabah Council 

approves s.18 because they cannot see any advantage to Yarrabah 

residents in voting for the Mulgrave Shire Council and they do 

not want any interference by Mulgrave Shire Council in 

Yarrabab. Yarrabah Council wants to operate as autonomously as 

possible. To some extent, there is a tension here between human 

rights and self-determination. 

The Community Services (Aborigines) Act is an improvement 

over previous legislation which required permits for visits to 

and residency in Yarrabah, thus infringing the right to freedom 

of movement of Aborigines out of favour with Councils or, before 

1975 (overriding Federal law), the DAIA. 
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There is a conflict of interests here between human rights 

and self-management because the Yarrabah Council would like to 

retain the permit system to ensure privacy and protect the land 

from incursion. The Council can make by-laws to exclude a class 

of persons but the by-laws will have to accord with the 

Community Services (Aborigines) Act. Another human rights 

concern is that there is no right of appeal for persons excluded 

from the community. 

Land Rights 

The Chairman of Yarrabah, Mr Roy Gray, aptly described the 

relationship between self-management and land rights when he 

asked, 'If we haven't got land rights, what've we got to manage 

anyway? '5 

Under the Land Act (Aboriginal and Islander Land Grants) 

Amendment Act 1984 (Qld) (commonly referred to as the Deed of 

Grant in Trust legislation (DOGIT)), the Yarrabah community 

would be given the land presently reserved for it under a deed 

of grant in trust with the Council as Trustees. 

The Yarrabah Council wrote to the Minister for Aboriginal 

and Island Affairs, Mr Bob Katter, on 26 January 1984 and 

requested the following amendments to DOGIT (abbreviated here):
6
 

1. The Council, not the Minister, should approve leases. 

2. There should be no exclusions from the grant for 

departmental purposes. The Council should own all the 

land and grant occupancy to the Department. 

3. Reservations from the grants for public purposes should 

not occur. If public works are to benefit Yarrabah, 

the Trustees would agree. Otherwise compulsory 

acquisition with compensation should apply. 
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4. The Government ought not to have the power to remove 

Trustees. 

5. The Council wants the right to participate in and 

control mining, fishing, forestry, quarrying and the 

conduct of enterprises in general, and sea rights to a 

three mile limit. 

In other words, the Yarrabah Council does not want a piece 

of land with holes in it. In fact, there could be a lot more 

gaps in it if the Government amends DOGIT to exclude commercial 

activity from the deed, i.e. give separate deeds to Aborigines 

as individuals or co-operatives for businesses or farms instead 

of their leasing land from the Council as DOGIT now provides. 

Mr Katter has also foreshadowed giving Aborigines separate deeds 

to the land on which their houses are instead of their leasing 

from the Counci1.7 

The amount of community land will be severely eroded and so 

too will the ability of the Council to make by-laws over the 

trust area. I believe this is a step towards the Queensland 

Government's plan of assimilation: the whittling away of 

Aboriginal community-owned land, so that in ten years or so, 

Yarrabah will be like another Queensland country town with a few 

extra black faces. 

At the Yarrabah public meeting on 8 April 1984, those 

living outside the village at places like Back Beach and 

Buddabadoo expressed their worries about losing their land and 

being moved back into the village.8 The sharefarmers are also 

scared that their land will be taken from them, despite 

assurances from the Council. Some of the Kongkandji tribe are 

concerned that King Beach, an area of special significance, will 

be declared a public place and that a public road will be built 

to it. It was also felt that having staff housing excised from 

the trust area constituted segregation. 
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Basic principles recognised by Federal Governments, both 

Labor and Liberal, have not been addressed in this legislation 

except for the principle of inalienable freehold. Even then, it 

is not a deed of grant in fee simple or freehold. It is a deed 

of grant in trust which can be alienated by Act of Parliament to 

the Crown or transferred to another local authority if the trust 

is not complied with. It can also be alienated by mortgage 

default. 

The Land Act (Aboriginal and Islander Land Grants) 

Amendment Act 1984, which is relevant only to large Aboriginal 

reserves that have a Departmental presence - like Yarrabah - 

does not cover sacred sites, country reserves, Crown land, 

traditional land no longer reserved, or compensation. This 

leaves country reserves, which include over two-thirds of the 

Queensland Aboriginal population, in limbo. 

Sacred sites are, however, dealt with in the Aboriginal 

Relics Preservation Act, but the sites covered by this Act are 

only those which have been modified by human intervention (e.g. 

rock art and archaelogical sites). The Act also makes the sites 

the property of the Crown. 

All mention of mining was omitted from the Community 

Services (Aborigines) Act and no provision made, as in the 

Aborigines Act, for negotiation of terms (e.g. a percentage of 

profits, as applies in the case of the Cape Flattery Silica Mine 

on the Hope Vale reserve). Under DOGIT, the Government is only 

required to take into regard the views of the Trustee but is not 

bound by them. Deeds of grant in trust occupiers have fewer 

rights than occupiers of Crown and private land who are entitled 

to compensation. Yarrabah Council is making moves to take out 

an authority to prospect but will have to get the permission of 

the Governor-in-Council. Mineral rights are enjoyed by some 

Queenslanders, but not by Aborigines. 
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Yarrabah Aborigines have fewer rights than holders of 

pastoral tenures in Queensland who have full quarry rights and 

forestry rights after two years. Yarrabah Aborigines have to 

apply and pay for a permit to collect firewood etc. The 

Community Services (Aborigines) Act protects hunting and fishing 

by traditional means for the people's own consumption, but gives 

no commercial rights. This means the Yarrabah Aborigines cannot 

keep commercial fishermen out of their waters. 

There was little consultation with the Yarrabah Council 

over DOGIT. They have requested maps of the deed of grant areas 

to be prepared by the Government in consultation with Council 

elders to prevent their being presented with a fait accompli. 

Yarrabah Council has formally claimed False Cape, Rocky Island, 

Green Island, Fitzroy Island and Little Fitzroy Island. 

A great deal of bureaucratic control and political 

interference are built into both DOGIT and the Community 

Services (Aborigines) Act making full rights to land 

impossible: the Cabinet may remove one or all of the Trustees 

if they consider it in the public interest; the Trustees need 

the approval of the Minister to grant leases; the Minister 

determines rent; and by-laws of the Trustees are subject to the 

veto of the Minister. Leases are for 75 years, but the Minister 

may cancel a lease and any improvements by a tenant become the 

property of the Trustees, i.e. the Aboriginal Counci1.9 

Queensland Aboriginal laws have been, and still are, 

instruments of oppression and discrimination. Depending on the 

phase of Queensland government policy, Queensland laws have also 

been instruments of segregation and assimilation. Equality 

means the right to be different and the right to equal 

opportunity for Aborigines to determine their own varied 

futures. 

A landmark address was given by the Deputy Chairman of the 

Human Rights Commission, Mr Peter Bailey, to the Queensland 

Branch of the Institute of International Affairs in November 
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1983. 'There could be no more important advance in the area of 

race discrimination than for the Queensland Government to give 

Aboriginal people full rights to land and control over the lives 

of those living on that land ... Although much conscientious 

effort is devoted in Queensland to assist the Aboriginal people, 

structural changes are required, and much greater attentiveness 

to and active implementation of the wishes of the people 

themselves.' 

As this paper shows, there is a long way to go yet in 

Queensland before Aborigines on reserves/trust areas like 

Yarrabah have basic human rights. Although structural changes 

have occurred - DOGIT and the Community Services (Aborigines) 

Act - full rights to land and self-determination have not been 

achieved. Aboriginal aspirations have been largely ignored. 

Aborigines in Queensland have less rights at law than other 

Queenslanders and are subject to an Orwellian-type scrutiny that 

the rest of the community would not tolerate. 

The Federal Government has a mandate to ensure that the 

human rights of Aborigines take precedence over State rights in 

Queensland as the Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr 

Clyde Holding, has assured us they would. 
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12. 
INTRODUCTION 

The timing of this project was auspicious. Undertaken 

during mid-March to May 1984, it presented an opportunity to 

assess the aspirations of Yarrabah Aborigines both before and 

after the passage of Queensland Government legislation (13 

April) purporting to give local management and the same rights 

enjoyed by other Queenslanders to Aborigines on Queensland 

reserves. 

Aboriginal aspirations in Yarrabah can be crystallised in 

terms of two basic demands - land rights and 

self-determination. More politically aware Aborigines prefer to 

use the term self-determination rather than self-management. 

Self-determination means the power to make policy decisions over 

their lives while self-management simply means the right to make 

administrative decisions about policy which has been made over 

their heads. Most Aborigines use the terms synonymously. For 

Yarrabah, it means community control through a local elected 

Aboriginal Council, not control by the Under Secretary of the 

Department of Community Services through his local agent, a 

European Executive Officer (before May 31, the Director of the 

Department of Aboriginal and Islander Advancement, and his local 

white manager). 

The responses of Yarrabah Aborigines to the frustrations of 

their aspirations have varied from militancy, reformist action, 

co-operation with the system, to alcoholism. For some 

Aborigines, aspirations mean agitating for their goals, for 

others, pining over frustrated needs. Both these responses are 

unacceptable to the dominant white Australian culture. However, 

these responses to the frustration of Aboriginal aspirations 

will not be explored in this paper as they are beyond its scope. 

Yarrabah is situated about 1727 km north-west of Brisbane, 

the capital of Queensland, and about 60 km by road from Cairns. 

The city of Cairns overlooks Trinity Bay and around the point, 

the Yarrabah village borders on Mission Bay. The Murray Prior 
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Range separates the two communities which are much closer by 

boat than road. The dilapidated houses are in stark contrast to 

•the beauty of the natural environment - sandy beaches with 

coconut trees and rugged rainforest-clad ranges. 

About 1522 Aborigines live at Yarrabah. Originally set up 

in 1892 as a Church of England Mission, it was handed over to 

Queensland government administration in 1960. The reserve area 

has been whittled down to its present 154.4 sq.km. (See 

Appendix A) 

An Aboriginal, according to the Racial Discrimination Act 

1975 (Cwith), s.3(1), means a person who is a descendant of an 

indigenous inhabitant of Australia but does not include a Torres 

Strait Islander. 

A distinct cultural group, Torres Strait Islanders are 

often lumped together with Aborigines for legislative and 

administrative purposes because they are black and share the 

experience of colonisation with Aborigines. Although some of 

this paper could be applied to them, they do not come within the 

scope of this report. 

Human rights for the purposes of this paper are defined as 

those set out in the Racial Discrimination Act and the 

international instruments relating to human rights and freedoms 

- the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 

of Racial Discrimination and the International Covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights. 

This case study of Yarrabah will illuminate the issues of 

concern to Aborigines on all Queensland reserves at the present 

moment. It cannot be said that Yarrabah is typical however, 

because its residents are generally more articulate and 

politicised than their counterparts in the more isolated 

northern reserves. Yarrabah, like Palm Island, is near a large 

urban centre and has more contact with the outside world. 

http://sq.km/
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II RESEARCH METHOD 

A qualitative approach was chosen over a quantitative 

methodology because it is less directive, i.e. less likely to 

put words in people's mouths, than a questionnaire where people 

are forced to make a response. I did not have to create a 

research situation. I merely observed history in the making and 

reported it, looking at the implications for the future. 

Time constraints meant that most of my consultation with 

the people of Yarrabah was through the Yarrabah Council, the 

elected Aboriginal body responsible for the community. I made 

nine (9) field trips to Yarrabah. The first was to obtain 

permission from the Yarrabah Council to visit the reserve for 

the duration of the project. I acquainted the Yarrabah Co-

operative and some of the Buddabadoo group with the project and 

visited the Manager and the Hospital Matron. 

My second visit was to influential community members who 

did not know what was happening regarding the Community Services 

(Aboriginal) Act and they decided formally to request the 

Council for a public meeting. This was held on 8 April with the 

Minister for Aboriginal and Island Affairs attending. That 

constituted my fifth visit. My third, sixth and eighth visits 

were to attend regular Council meetings. At one of these, on 17 

April, the Council decided to send a telegram to the Federal 

Government asking them to take over the reserve. Mr Katter 

arrived on 19 April and held a confidential meeting to hear the 

Council's complaints. I attended with officers of the 

Aboriginal Development Commission (ADC), Cairns, at the 

Council's request. My fourth visit was to sit in on a meeting 

of the Yarrabah Council and the ADC to discuss Yarrabah's 

enterprise development plan. On 18 May 1984, I attended a 

public meeting at Yarrabah - my last visit for the project. 
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Two Yarrabah Councillors came to workshops I organised in 

Cairns on 29-30 March and 6 April. The North Queensland Land 

Council called a Land Needs Conference in Cairns in March at 

which two Yarrabah Councillors contributed. 

Extensive background reading was necessary for this project 

because of the range of legislation which applied to Aborigines 

on Queensland reserves/trust areas. Yarrabah Council documents, 

Parliamentary records, Aboriginal Advisory Council and DAIA 

records, where obtainable, (a shroud of secrecy covers this type 

of information) and Frank Brennan's consultation documents were 

all useful as was some general historical and anthropological 

background reading (see Bibliography). Yarrabah's solicitor, Mr 

Greg McIntyre, provided valuable advice. 
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III HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

The situation of Aborigines in North Queensland today 

(indeed, in Australia as a whole) can only be understood in 

terms of the Industrial Revolution and subsequent expansion of 

British colonial power. The search for resources and the need 

for a dumping ground for convicts - the victims of British 

industrialisation and urbanisation - led to the colonisation of 

what is now known as Australia. 

UNDECLARED WAR 

White settlement in Australia meant violent dispossession 

for Aborigines who had been here for tens of thousands of 

years. Settlers moved north from Sydney into what is now 

Queensland in about 1830. The government allowed settlers and 

native police to take the law into their own hands. 

Non-Aboriginal claims to land frequently overrode the 

Aborigines' right to life.' Aborigines were seen as a doomed 

race, destined to disappear in the face of the superior white 

civilisation.
2
 Outright slaughter, poisoning of flour and 

waterholes, introduction of disease and the banishment of 

Aborigines from traditional sources of food and water were the 

means of 'dispersal' used by the settlers. 

ISOLATION AND PROTECTION 

In the late 1890s, the use of Aborigines as a cheap labour 

pool gained force. They were employed as station hands or 

crewmen for fishing and pearling boats. However, the kidnapping 

of Aborigines to work on ships and their abandonment miles from 

home, child labour, disease, drunkenness and drug addiction led 

to the Queensland Government rounding up and 'relocating' 

Aborigines on reserves for their protection. Here, (under the 

Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act 
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1897), they became wards of the State and had to have work 

permits to work outside the reserves and their property was 

managed by the State. 

The purpose of this legislation was also to secure the 

development of Aborigines in isolation from the rest of the 

community. Miscegenation was curtailed by outlawing sex for 

unmarried Aborigines and requiring Aboriginal women to get the 

permission of the Chief Protector to marry. 

This Act was revoked in 1939 and replaced by the 

Aboriginals Preservation and Protection Act, the Chief Protector 

becoming the Director, Native Affairs. 

ASSIMILATION ERA 

In the 1950s the policy of segregation lost currency and 

the Queensland Government decided to incorporate Aborigines as 

individuals into the mainstream of Australian society. It did 

not want to integrate Aborigines as groups nor did it envisage 

their maintaining distinct communities within the State.
3
 

The Department of Aboriginal and Island Affairs (DAIA) was 

established by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders' 

Affairs Act of 1965 and it was to work itself out of a job. 

Reserves were to be temporary training camps which would serve 

as springboards for Aboriginal incorporation into the wider 

community. 

The plan was to eventually abolish the reserves and grant 

whichever communities might remain on them the legal status of 

Townships.
4
 (A plural society was not to be created however. 

The Queensland Government saw Aboriginal culture as a handicap 

to the assimilation process. In 1978, the word 'assimilation' 

was dropped in favour of 'integration' but the substance of 

Queensland Government policy was unchanged.) 
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Pressure from Aborigines the Federal Government and 

overseas was unable to secure more than minimal changes to the 

Queensland Aborigines Act 1971, which was amended in 1974, 1975 

and 1979. 

FAIRA SURVEY 

In 1977, the Foundation for Aboriginal and Islanders 

Research Action (FAIRA) and the Aboriginals and Torres Strait 

Islanders Legal Service, Queensland conducted a survey of 

Queensland Aborigines and 73.1 per cent of Aborigines on 

reserves wanted the Commonwealth Government to be responsible 

for making laws about Aboriginal reserves in Queensland. Only 

14.5 per cent wanted the Queensland Government to continue its 

responsibility.
5
 

Despite this, the Queensland Government extended the term 

of the Aborigines Act till 31 May, 1984 on the basis of advice 

from its appointed Aboriginal and Islanders Commission. Mrs 

Rose Colless, its urban Aboriginal representative who submitted 

a minority dissenting submission, was sacked. 

LAND AND SERVICES LEGISLATION 

A major focus of this report is to consider the aspirations 

of Aboriginal people on Yarrabah reserve regarding the new 

Services Legislation - the Community Services (Aborigines) Act 

1984 - and their reaction to what they received. 

This legislation is complementary to the Land Act 

(Aboriginal and Islander Land Grants) Amendment Bill 1982 which 

is commonly referred to as the Deed of Grant in Trust 

legislation, and was enacted in early May 1984. Another major 

focus of this report is to assess Yarrabah Aboriginal 

aspirations regarding this land legislation. 



The relationship of land rights to self-management was 

succintly expressed by the Chairman of Yarrabah, Mr Roy Gray: 

'If we haven't got land rights, what have we got to manage 

anyway?'6 
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IV YARRABAH AND SELF-MANAGEMENT 

A. RECENT LEGISLATION 

Under the Queensland Aborigines Act 1971-1979 which was 

operative till May 31, 1984, the reserves were run by a (white) 

Manager under the Department of Aboriginal and Island Affairs 

(DAIA). People were not allowed to be on reserves (which are 

Crown land) unless they had a permit to visit or a permit to 

reside or were discharging functions under the Act. Copies of 

these permits appear at Appendix B. Permits could be granted by 

Aboriginal Councils or the Director where there was no Council, 

The Director or the Council could revoke permits. Under the 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders (Queensland 

Discriminatory Laws) Act 1975 which is Federal overriding 

legislation, Aborigines cannot be removed from reserves unless 

an Aboriginal Council considers their conduct unreasonable. 

The Director of the DAIA could enter into mining 

agreements without consultation with Aboriginal residents of 

reserves and could negotiate terms for a share in the profits 

for the general benefit of Aborigines. The property of 

Aborigines could be managed if desired and harsh contracts made 

by businessmen with Aborigines could be cancelled by the 

Director. Despite normal Queensland law, s.40(a) of this State 

Act said that the Director 'shall administer the estate of a 

deceased or missing Aborigine whose property was, at the time of 

his death or disappearance, being managed under s.37 of this Act 

and, if the nature or value of the estate requires a grant of 

probate or of letters of administration to be made, shall be 

entitled to that grant in priority to all other persons'. 

Aboriginal police were appointed by the Manager in 

consultation with the Council and worked under the Manager's 

direction. They could make arrests only for breaches of the 

Regulations or the Council by-laws. 
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B. REGULATIONS 

The Regulations accompanying the Act made the Council 

of five responsible to the Manager and Council by-laws had to be 

approved by the Minister.' A person ceased to be a Councillor 

if he/she was convicted in the Aboriginal court for any offence 

(s.34(d)) or if the Minister thought he/she was physically or 

mentally sick (s.34(g)). An Aboriginal Court consisting of two 

Justices of the Peace or three Councillors dealt with breaches 

of the Regulations or By-laws. 

The Aborigines Welfare Fund was managed and controlled 

by the Director and proceeds of the sale of produce resulting 

from commercial effort of communities and reserves (s.4(1)(c)) 

were paid into it (rather than income produced on a reserve 

staying on that reserve by being vested in a community fund). 

Such Community Funds were managed by Councils but the Director 

was Trustee (s.42(2)). 

Regulation 84 controlled the supply of beer, other 

alcohol not being allowed on reserves. Councils were not 

authorised to have beer canteens open for more than four hours a 

day and were not allowed to sell take-home supplies. Aborigines 

living on a reserve were not permitted to be in the possession 

of beer or other liquor or to bring it onto the reserve. 

C. BY-LAWS 

These are supposedly the by-laws of Aboriginal Councils 

but they are a standard set of by-laws produced by the DAIA and 

adopted by Aboriginal Councils.2 
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D. YARRABAR PROPOSAL - COMMUNITY SERVICES (ABORIGINES)  

LEGISLATION 

At a meeting of the Yarrabah Council on 19 March 1984, 

the Council's proposals of 9 June 1983 for inclusion in the new 

Community Services (Aborigines) Act were reviewed and the 

Council submitted the following proposal to the Queensland 

Government:
3
 

Council unanimously agreed on the following: 

1. COUNCIL 

(a) Size of Council 

Council should comprise 7 members and a quorum should be 
4 members. 

(b) Term of office 

Should be 3 years. Non-Aborigines should not be eligible 
to vote. 

(c) Elections 

Eligibility to vote should be governed by either of the 
following criteria: 

(i) being an Aboriginal person born at Yarrabah and 
resident there for 5 years out of the last 10 years; 
or 

(ii) being an Aboriginal person resident at Yarrabah for 1 
year or more. 

Chairman should be the person receiving the highest number 
of votes; Deputy Chairman should be the person receiving 
the second highest number of votes. 

(d) Conditions 

No amendment. 

(e) Powers/responsibilities 

Council will require public servants posted to Yarrabah to 
be granted permits to live at Yarrabah; Council will grant 
such permits in first instance for 3 months only; at the 
expiry of 3 months, any public servant considered to be an 
undesirable resident will be issued a Notice to Show Cause 
why his or her Permit to Reside at Yarrabah should not be 
revoked, as per s.26 of the Aborigines Act 1971-79. 
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2. _PERMITS 

Council should retain powers of granting Permits of 
residency - Council can delegate powers of issuing 
temporary Permits to staff where necessary. 

3. MANAGER AND COUNCIL 

Council should have the full powers of a normal Town 
Council with the person employed as Executive Officer of 
the Council adopting the same role as that of a Shire 
Clerk. 
Council acknowledges the need to retain the expertise at 
present provided by DAIA at Yarrabah. 

Council will require selected DAIA
.
personnel to be retained 

at Yarrabah on a secondment basis for up to 3 years but 
will also negotiate terms of secondment for individual 
public servants where the need arises. 

4. COMMUNITY COURTS 

Council wishes that there be constituted at Yarrabah a 
Magistrates Court comprising 2 or more Aboriginal Justices 
of the Peace and further that all moneys collected as a 
result of imposition of Court Fines be remitted to the 
Yarrabah Community Fund and that these moneys not be paid 
into Consolidated Revenue. 

5. POLICE 

Council considers Aboriginal Police should be retained at 
Yarrabah but that their training should be up-graded to 
State Police standards within a specially devised program 
for Aborigines. 

6. CANTEEN AND ALCOHOL 

Council wishes to be given the power to decide hours of 
operation of Beer Canteen and whether or not Canteen should 
sell any type of liquor other than beer. Council should 
also become Canteen licensee. 

7. ADVISORY COUNCILS 

Council wishes Advisory Councils to be retained and that 
DAA be requested to fund a small Secretariat. Council also 
wishes Councils to have the power to appoint sub-committees 
to investigate special issues. 

8. ABORIGINAL AND ISLANDER COMMISSION 

Council considers that non-reserve Aboriginal people should 
be provided for under separate legislation. 
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9. MISCELLANEOUS 

Council recommends that Advisory Council representatives 
should be members of Archaeology Branch Board, to be set up 
under new legislation. 

Council wishes Yarrabah people to continue to have the 
rights to hunt, fish etc. on the reserve unless the use of 
particular areas was otherwise set aside. 

10. ADDITIONAL 

(a) Disqualification of Councillors  
Council considers that a Yarrabah resident should not be 
disqualified from nominating to stand as a Councillor 
unless he has been convicted of an indictable offence and 
that the wording 'serious offence' is too vague. 

(b) Management of property 
Council  resolved that the special provisions of the 
existing State Act regarding management of the property of 
Aboriginal people be abolished and that in future, 
management of property should be handled by the Yarrabah 
Magistrates Court. 

(c) Grant-of-aid 
Council wishes that powers under s.36 of existing Act be 
transferred to Council. 

(d) Welfare fund 
Council considers that any takeover of the Welfare Fund 
means an automatic takeover of all fixed assets, e.g. 
sawmill, store etc., plus any moneys still held after Fund 
has been audited and the books closed off. 

(e) Other assets 
Council requests that on implementation of the new Act, all 
other buildings and items of plant presently owned by DAIA 
at Yarrabah be handed over to it. 

(f) Withdrawal of services 
Manager, DMA, Yarrabah, considered Council should request 
the Minister to give an assurance to Council that no 
services be withdrawn from Yarrabah, on implementation of 
the new Community 'Services' (Aborigines) Act, without full 
consultation with Council. Council agrees with this and so 
requests the Minister. 
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E. CAIRNS WORKSHOP 29-30 MARCB 1984  

The Chairman and Deputy Chairman of Yarrabah attended 

a workshop at Kuiyam Hostel in Cairns organised for Cairns 

Aboriginal input into this project on 29-30 March 1984. The 

following resolution was moved by Joe McGinness and seconded by 

the Chairman of Yarrabah, Roy Gray: 

That the Human Rights Commission request that a draft 
copy of the new Services Legislation be circulated 
widely by the Queensland Government for discussion 
amongst the Queensland community and that adequate 
consultation time be given to Aborigines on Queensland 
reserves. 

This was passed unanimously by close to fifty 

Aborigines. (The full text of the resolutions passed at the 

workshops appears at Appendix C.) 

F. PUBLIC MEETING YARRABAH 8 APRIL 1984  

A number of Yarrabah residents, including Mr Percy 

Neal of the Yarrabah Co-operative, signed a letter to the 

Council requesting a public meeting because they wanted to know 

what was likely to be in the Community Services (Aborigines) 

Act and so that the public could have some input into it.4 The 

Council agreed somewhat reluctantly because it did not know 

what was going to be in the Community Services (Aborigines) Act 

either, although its hopes of achieving self-management were 

high. The Council invited the Minister for Aboriginal and 

Island Affairs and Northern Development, Mr Bob Katter. 

Some highlights are included here to demonstrate the 

self-management concerns of Yarrabah Aborigines.5 
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Mr Lloyd Fourmile and Mr Colin Neal asked Mr Katter to 

tell the people what was in the Community Services (Aborigines) 

Act. But Mr Katter said that the legislation was secret until 

it went to the House. He was there not to tell the people but 

to listen to what they wanted. 

The Deputy Chairman of Yarrabah, Cr Mick Connolly, 

said, 'The Councillors are not stupid and I want to tell Mr 

Katter that the shroud of secrecy surrounding the legislation 

is not on. The people want to see a draft copy.' Mr Percy 

Neal also asked for a draft copy of the legislation. 

Mrs Anna Palmer asked who would be in charge - the 

DAIA or the Council, black or white. Cr Mick Connolly replied 

that the Council wanted the Manager to be hired and fired by 

it, not the DAIA, so that the Council would not be backsniped 

or have stumbling blocks put in its way. The Council needed 

DAIA expertise however, and would phase out official help over 

a three year maximum period. He also believed that all moneys 

coming in should go through the Council and the Council should 

control permits. 

Mr Wayne Connolly asked about what would happen to the 

houses and Mr Katter said that if the Government appointed the 

Council as trustees, they would own the houses. If the people 

wanted their own homes, maybe they could buy them from the 

Council, suggested Mr Katter. They would then pay rent or 

rates plus house repayments. 

Someone asked about pay and Cr Mick Connolly said they 

were 'on the verge of award wages: Welcome to Queensland'. 

Mr Katter left at this point and the meeting continued 

with a number of questions including one about white staff. Cr 

Mick Connolly replied that the Council wanted white police and 

teachers there. White police would never be phased out. There 

was nothing personal against staff but they had to trust 

Aborigines for a change. 
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The Council had been a figurehead for too long in the 

opinion of Cr Mick Connolly. He said he would like to see a 

Yarrabah person on the Cairns Hospital Board, and Aboriginal 

police decently trained. 

There was some controversy over how much power the 

Council had in relation to the Beer Canteen. Mr Colin Neal 

asked, if the Council were to lower their high prices at the 

Beer Canteen, would the Manager approve it. The Chairman, Cr 

Roy Gray, said that the Council could not bring the prices down 

now. The people would have to wait for the new legislation. 

Mr Percy Neal asked if the Council was permitted to 

authorise 10.00 a.m. - 10.00 p.m. trading hours. Cr Mick 

Connolly said that when the new legislation came in, the 

Council would have regular trading hours. (At the moment, it 

is illegal to trade more than four hours a day.) 

Mrs Anna Palmer complained that the police searched 

cars of Aborigines coming into Yarrabah to see if they were 

carrying alcohol but they did not search cars with whites in 

them. (Regulation 13 under the Queensland Aborigines Act 

1971-9 made it illegal for persons to bring alcohol onto the 

reserve or be in possession of it. Because of the short 

trading hours, the disallowance of take-aways and the fact that 

no wines or spirits are served in the canteen, the 'sly grog' 

trade flourishes on Yarrabah with beer, wine and spirits sold 

at exhorbitant prices. European staff were, however, allowed 

to bring any kind of alcohol onto the reserves and drink it in 

their homes.) Cr Mick Connolly pledged the Council would stamp 

out anomalies. 

'It was sad', said Cr Mick Connolly, 'that the DAIA 

had not trained more Aborigines. They wanted us to cling to 

them all our life.' The community believes the reason for this 

has been to protect DAIA jobs. The Council was looking at 

training programs, e.g. Community Employment Program (CEP). 
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Father Malcolm, the Aboriginal Church of England 

Minister for Yarrabah, who had chaired the meeting, ended with 

a summary, 'We all want self-management, controlled by the 

Council.' 

This overview of the situation is geared toward the 

presentation and discussion of Aboriginal aspirations, so that 

the responses from Mr Fatter are only touched upon. 

G. COMMUNITY SERVICES (ABORIGINES) BILL 13 APRIL 1984  

On 13 April 1984, the Queensland Government rammed 

through the Community Services (Torres Strait) Bill and the 

Community Services (Aborigines) Bill after a record twenty-two 

hour sitting in which the Government abandoned its own standing 

orders requiring new legislation to be on the table of the 

House for two days.6 

The House rose for winter recess at 8.40 a.m. on 

13 April but the six Liberal Members left at midnight in what 

one described as a 'boycott of an exercise in futility'.7 

The Community Services (Aborigines) Bill was presented 

for the first time at 10.30p.m. on 12 April. A fiery debate 

over the Community Services (Torres Strait) Bill ensued from 

9.00 p.m. on 12 April till 7.35 a.m. on 13 April, when it was 

passed. The Community Services (Aborigines) Bill was passed 

one hour later following 50 minutes of debate on its 84 clauses 

after the Government gagged the debate. 

In introducing the legislation, Mr Fatter said 'This 

Bill reflects the Government's desire to unfetter Aboriginal 

and Islander people in formulating decisions which affect the 

development of their communities ... Education, hygenic 

lifestyles and provision of basic services all required a very 

high degree of control (in the past).' 
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Mr Katter claimed that the Bills would give local 

government to the communities. 'However the legislation 

differed from local government legislation because of the 

problems of isolation and special funding.'8 

The National Aboriginal Conference (NAC) Queensland 

Chairman, Mr Steve Mam, reflected the opinion of the Yarrabah 

Council and most of the Yarrabah community when he said, 'Many 

of our people saw the legislation as a chance for this 

Government to right a lot of wrongs - instead they received a 

mirror of the old ways. It has been a complete deception.'9 

Three Yarrabah Councillors went to Brisbane to watch 

the passage of the legislation through the House. While in 

Brisbane ten out of the twelve Councillors from the reserves 

signed a petition to have Mr Killoran removed from his position 

as Under Secretary of the new Department of Community Services 

which will replace the DAIA. (Mr Killoran has been Director 

for twenty-one years of the DAIA and its predecessor, the 

Department of Native Affairs.)10 

The Yarrabah Councillors arrived home from Brisbane 

crestfallen. Rather than seeing the new legislation as an 

unfettering of the chains binding Queensland Aboriginal 

communities, the Chairman of Yarrabah, Mr Roy Gray, said that 

it was a name change but not a real change. The power was 

still in the hands of the Department, not the Aboriginal 

Council as they had been led to believe it would be.11 

H. ATTEMPT TO REMOVE EXECUTIVE OFFICER 17 APRIL 1984  

At a Council meeting at Yarrabah on 17 April 1984, the 

Chairman, Cr Roy Gray, read out a motion that the Executive 

Officer under the new legislation (i.e. the present Manager on 

each community) be requested to stay for a three month period 

only. 12 Under the new Act this position will exist for a 
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three year period unless an Aboriginal Council requests a 

shorter or longer period. To shorten the period, an 

Order-in-Council is required. Under section 24 of the Act: 

(a) personnel and property of the Department shall not be 

utilised for the Council's purposes except with the 

Executive Officer's approval first had and obtained; 

(b) expenditure shall not be incurred or approved against 

moneys appropriated by Parliament and allocated to the 

use or benefit of the area for which the Council is 

established except with the Executive Officer's 

approval first had and obtained. 

The Manager was incensed at this proposal and 

threatened to take the property, personnel and finance of the 

Department with him. He charged the Council with 

irresponsibility and brandished the spectre of chaos before 

their eyes. The Council wavered. The Deputy Chairman said 

that they needed the Department for a period to ensure a smooth 

changeover. The motion was not put to the vote but was 

deferred. 

I.IlEOUEST FOR COMMONWEALTH TAKEOVER 17 APRIL 1984  

The Council was so dissatisfied with the Community 

Services (Aborigines) Act that it passed the following 

resolution moved by Robert Smallwood and seconded by Roy Gray: 

That Yarrabah Council request the Federal Minister for 
Aboriginal Affairs Mr Holding to implement Federal Policy 
and take-over and fund Yarrabah reserve for the people of 
Yarrabah and implement self-management and the Minister's 
five principles regarding land rights and that the request 
be in the form of a telegram.13 
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J. COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 9 MAY 1924  

Three weeks later, on 9 May, the Federal Minister for 

Aboriginal Affairs, Mr Clyde Holding, replied by telegram to 

the Yarrabah Council. Here are extracts: 

... As you will be aware, we have for some time been 
consulting Aboriginal people through the Steering Committee 
which I established last year to determine how they would 
wish to see the five principles relating to land rights 
translated into legislative action. The processes of 
consultation still required with the Aboriginal people and 
other interested parties are such that it will not be 
possible to enact model land rights before 1985. 

In the meantime the Commonwealth Government is concerned to 
ensure that the interests of the Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people in Queensland are fully protected. 
I have sought an early meeting with the Queensland Minister 
for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr Katter, to discuss the situation 
at Yarrabah and other issues of concern in an endeavour to 
resolve them in an acceptable manner to the Aboriginal 
people. 

I am also having the new legislation closely examined by 
the Government's legal advisors. The issues are complex 
and I wish to be sure that all aspects are properly 
examined. 14 

The real problem is that the Federal Government is 

calling elections before the end of 1984. Federal Land Rights 

Legislation was promised for the 1984 August Budget sessions. 

However, the NAC have asked for more consultation time so that 

the Federal Government will not now introduce the legislation 

until after the election. The Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islanders Heritage (Interim Protection) Bill 1984 is now being 

presented to test some of the principles which will be embodied 

in the land rights legislation. 

This response by the Federal Government has meant that 

Yarrabah feels left in the lurch with nowhere to turn for 

redress. The Council feels forced by the Federal Government's 

attitude to work with the new Queensland legislation under 

protest because there is no alternative they can see. This 

will be further discussed later. 
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R. MR KATTER'S RESPONSE 19 APRIL 1984  

The Minister launched a media attack on Roy Gray, 

saying that he was duped by the NAC. 'By the sounds of it Mr 

Gray is playing right into their [NAC] hands. I'm sorry he 

hasn't been clever enough to wake up to the fact he's being 

used as a puppet.'
15
 

Bob Katter's response was much more swift than the 

Federal Government's. Two days after the telegram was sent to 

Canberra, he had a special meeting with the Yarrabah Council. 

Although I attended this meeting, Mr Katter requested that no 

comment be made to the media on the proceedings so I will limit 

myself to a discussion of the concerns brought up by the 

Council in order to respect the Council's and Mr Katter's 

wishes in this matter. 

All I will say about Mr Katter is that he promised to 

work towards amendments of the legislation, said that he had 

been defeated on some points in the Bill and that on others he 

did not agree with the Council's objections.
16
 

The Chairman, Mr Roy Gray told the Cairns Post on 

23 April 1984 that discussions with Mr Katter had been 

'fruitful' and he said that the Council still remained unhappy 

about the content of the recently passed Aboriginal and 

Islander legislation. 

L. COUNCIL'S ATTITUDE TO NEW ACT 19 APRIL 1984  

The Chairman, Cr Gray, said that the Community 

Services (Aborigines) Act was 'a name change, not a real 

change'. The Council was worried that Mr Katter's approach was 

piecemeal. Deputy Chairman Mick Connolly wanted all the 

Chairmen together to discuss the new legislation. (This 

meeting was held at Weipa on 24-25 May.) Cr Alf Neal kept 

asking the question 'Why doesn't Yarrabah run its own 

affairs? '17 
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Financial accountability 

The Council members were concerned about their 

personal liability to repay illegal expenditure. Section 29 of 

the Act says that the Minister has to approve the Budget of the 

Council for non-trust funds which must be submitted each August 

in the form prescribed. Section 30 provides that the Minister 

can sue the Councillors in the name of the Council for any 

expenditure of funds he did not approve or which was not 

provided for in the budget. The Council members are jointly 

liable to repay this illegal expenditure. 

Under the Local Government Act, a Council must make 

and keep to a budget (s.25) but it does not have to be approved 

by a Minister. The provision in the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act for illegal expenditure is little different 

from the Local Government Act except that under the latter, 

only a ratepayer or creditor can take action, whereas under the 

Community Services (Aborigines) Act it is the Minister. 

2. Under-Secretary's powers 

The power of the Under Secretary was a matter of great 

concern for the Council, particularly that he has Chairmanship, 

execution and control of the affairs of the Aboriginal 

Industries Board (MB) and any business conducted by the Board 

for five years (s.54(2) and s.58(4)). The Council was upset 

that Mr Killoran would be retaining his position for five years 

which was longer than the three year phasing out period for the 

Executive Officer. 

Aboriginal Industries Board 

The Council felt that the new AIB to be set up was the 

old Aborigines Welfare Fund under a new name. Under the 

repealed Aborigines Act, money from enterprises on reserves 

went into the Aborigines Welfare Fund administered by the 

Department for the use of all the communities. The AIB will 
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operate similarly (s.60). The Council members are adamant 

however, that 'resources should be used for the benefit of this 

community only'. 

'What about development we don't want?' is a question 

that the Council keeps asking. In all the consultation before 

the legislation, the Council put the view that it should own 

the assets now owned by the Department on Yarrabah and that it 

would make decisions as to what enterprises the Council would 

run or what enterprises would be run by Yarrabah individuals on 

a private enterprise basis or by the Yarrabah Co-operative. 

It is unacceptable to the Council to have outsiders 

come in and set up enterprises on areas excised from the deed 

area for public purposes. But it is also unacceptable to the 

Council to have the AIB own and run enterprises on Yarrabah. 

This would be its feeling whether or not the AIB was an 

all-Aboriginal elected body. However, the fact that the 

Under-Secretary is the Chairman, and the AIB cannot have a 

meeting without him or his nominee (s.57) and that the 

Governor-in-Council will be appointing three (possibly 

Europeans) of the members of the AIB makes Aboriginal self-

management hollow in the Council's eyes. 

Much to the Council's dismay there is no guarantee 

that a Yarrabah person will be on the AIB. The communities 

will be grouped into four divisions - probably Gulf, Peninsula, 

Northern, and Southern and the Aboriginal Co-ordinating Council 

which consists of all the chairmen of the communities (the old 

Aboriginal Advisory Council) will select one Aboriginal 

resident from each division to be on the AIB plus one 

Aboriginal resident from any trust area. 

'We don't want the AIB' the Chairman told Mr 

Katter.18 The AIB has more power than the Aboriginal Co-

ordinating Council because it will have a secretariat, 

administrative and technical staff (s.58) and can carry on 

business, acquire and maintain plant, train Aborigines and 

raise loans (s.59). 
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The Government still has overriding control, however. 

The Minister may recommend to the Governor-in-Council that an 

Administrator replace AIB members without specifying a reason. 

The Administrator can run the AIB for a period of up to two 

years (s.63). 

The possible setting up of the AIB was not discussed 

with the Yarrabah Council before the legislation was enacted. 

The Department of Community Services will gradually divest its 

assets to the MB and the AIB can relinquish its assets over a 

period of time to Aboriginal Councils or community residents on 

request from Aboriginal Councils (s.64). 

4. Ancillary rights 

Cr Robert Smallwood told the meeting, 'We want water 

rights, timber, quarrying, and foraging rights. Timber is 

basic to the economy of the reserve. Delete that and this 

reserve won't function.'
19
 However these rights are not given 

in the legislation. 

Veto power 

The veto powers residing with the Minister and the 

Under Secretary and the amount of Ministerial discretion in the 

Act were also a matter of concern to the Council. The Ministry 

can veto Council by-laws for example. Cr Smallwood said 'I ask 

that we hold all the veto powers'.
20
 

6. Executive Officer 

Cr Alf Neal said 'Why doesn't Yarrabah take over now? 

Rilloran and the Department are still in control. We just 

can't work while they're here.' 

The Executive Officer is not responsible to the 

Aboriginal Council but to the Under Secretary. The 

Governor-in-Council must approve an Aboriginal Council's 



s.29 - Your Director has already stated in a letter 
reference 1A/1867 of 20th April, 1984 that 
Commonwealth Funds paid into Trust Funds will not 
be required to be included in budgets prepared 
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request to have the Executive Officer for less than three years 

(s.23). The purse-strings are held by the Executive Officer 

who has to approve expenditure and the use of Departmental 

property or personnel by the Aboriginal Council (s.24). The 

Council cannot hire or fire white staff or get unsuitable 

Departmental staff transferred out. This was one of the major 

things the Council requested from the Government before the 

legislation was enacted. Moreover, the Governor-in-Council can 

dissolve an Aboriginal Council in his absolute discretion. 

'If we don't get this set of things, we want the Commonwealth', 

said Cr.Nea1.21 

M. AMENDMENTS COUNCIL REQUESTED: 2_.4 AND 9 MAY 1984  

While waiting for the Commonwealth response which 

arrived by telegram on 9 May, the Council held meetings on 2, 

and 9 May to discuss amendments to the legislation it would 

like to see as well as other Council business. The following 

letter cannot adequately convey the tone of dejection of the 

Chairman of Yarrabah when he wrote to the State Minister for 

Aboriginal and Islander Affairs on 14 May, 1984:22 

I have set out below a summary of the final Amendments and 
would like to state by way of a foreword to the Amendments 
that Council is dissatisfied generally with the Bill and is 
particularly unhappy with the Provisions concerning the 
Aboriginal Industries Board. Nevertheless, Council is 
prepared to work with the new legislation mainly because 
there seems to be little alternative but insist that the 
proposed Amendments to the Bill be adopted. Council will 
also request at a later date that the three year term of 
office of the Executive Officer be reduced to an 
appropriate shorter term. 

s.14 - Define what constitutes a 'community'. This is 
uncertain at present. 

s.22 - Recommend a maximum period of 3 months between 
the date of dissolution of a Council and the date 
for fresh elections. 
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for your approval under this section. 

Recommended that you clarify whether the said 
'Trust Funds' will be Trust Funds in terms of 
State Trust Fund Act. 

s.33 - Recommended that this section be amended to 
specifically exclude 'Trust Funds' from Financial 
Returns required by this section. 

s.41 - Recommended that you specify that extra Funds be 

provided to allow for performance of the various 
non-police functions listed. 

s.42(3) - This does not spell out whether a Justice must 
disqualify himself from hearing a matter in which 
he has a personal interest by way of family 
ties. Recommended that this be clarified. 

s.55(2) - This does not seem consistent with the provisions 
of s.23 (Executive Officer's appointment to run 
for 3 years). Recommend you clarify. 

s.65 - Not acceptable to Council. Recommended that 

public roads be not excluded from Deed of Grant 
in Trust. 

s.67 - The Reference in sub-section (b) to 'material 
comforts' is too vague - amend by including 
specifics. Amend also to cover rights of privacy 
for occupants of Trust Area houses. 

s.77 - Final Amendment is:- 

Sub-section (1) - delete 'by traditional means' 
substitute 'for traditional foods'. 

Sub-section (2) - delete 'by traditional means' 
substitute 'for traditional purposes'. 

N. INCLUSION OF AMENDMENTS 

1. Torres Strait Islanders (s.14) 

What concerns the Council about s.14 is that Aboriginal 

Councils will have no jurisdiction over a community of Torres 

Strait Islanders within a trust area and there is no definition 

of what constitutes such a community or how it would be 

governed. 



Dissolution of Councils (s.22) 

The Governor-in-Council can dissolve an Aboriginal 

Council in his absolute discretion and replace it with an 

Administrator. There is no time limit during which fresh 

elections must be called (s.20-22). 

3. Trust funds (s.29) 

There was quite a furore at Yarrabah and in DAA circles 

over the possibility that Commonwealth funds would also come 

under State Government control by being required to be included 

in Council budgets which will be subject to Ministerial 

approval. For example, the Yarrabah Council members were 

worried that their budgeting for a Project Officer would not be 

approved. Commonwealth funds paid into Trust Funds will not, 

however, be affected as Trust Funds are excluded from these 

requirements. 

4. Financial accountability (s.33) 

The Act requires the Council to give monthly financial 

returns to the Minister for three years and after that 

quarterly. This differs from the Local Government Act which 

provides for the Town Clerk to present internal financial 

returns to the Council monthly and annually. The only 

information the Government gets about the finances of local 

authorities is through the Auditor-General's report to the 

Treasurer.
23
 The financial controls on Aboriginal Councils are 

much tighter than those on local authorities. The Council has 

not actually complained about this section. It has only 

recommended that 'Trust Funds' be excluded from the financial 

returns required under the section. 
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Non-police functions (s.41) 

An Aboriginal Council may by its by-laws add various 

non-police functions to the role of Aboriginal Police under the 

new Act (s.41), such as ambulance, fire-fighting, and emergency 

services. The Yarrabah Council recommended that extra funds be 

provided for this purpose. 

6. Under-Secretary (s.55(2)) 

As indicated, the Council was concerned that the 

Under-Secretary was to hold office as Chairman of the Aboriginal 

Industries Board for five years, while Executive Officers would 

be phased out in three years. The Council has asked for 

clarification. 

7. Permits - visitors (ss.65,67) 

Section 65(1) allows anyone to enter on and be in any 

public place, road, park or any place of business within an area 

if he or she is there for a lawful purpose. The Council has 

stated that s.65 is not acceptable. Sub-section (2) basically 

says that any person is authorised to enter and be in any place 

at all on the community area if there for a lawful purpose as a 

guest of a community member. The Council believes that it 

should have control over public roads. Councillors would like 

to keep a permit system, partly because they do not want a lot 

of tourists gawking at them and because they are worried it will 

open up Yarrabah for development. The Council is not opposed to 

development but the Councillors want to control it. 

Groups of persons are authorised to stay temporarily in 

the area and s.67(1)(b) provides for people bringing religious 

instruction, material comforts, or medical aid. The Council 

believes 'material comforts' is too vague and should be amended 

to be made more specific. 
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D. Hunting and fishing (s.77) 

Residents may hunt and fish by traditional means for 

their own consumption. The Council wants 'traditional means' 

deleted and 'for traditional foods' substituted. Section 77(2) 

says residents may not sell marine products or fauna taken by 

traditional means. The Council wants 'by traditional means' 

deleted and 'for traditional purposes' substituted. 

0. NEW REGULATIONS DISCUSSED 14 MAY 1984  

L. Draft requested 

The Council met on 14 May to discuss recommendations 

for the regulations to accompany the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act. It was decided that this was like groping in 

the dark and the Council resolved to 'request that the Minister 

for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island Affairs supply it with a 

draft copy of the new Regulations for examination and further 

discussions by Council' •24 

2. Voting system 

Most discussion was related to explanations given by 

the Council's solicitor, Mr Greg McIntyre, on the implications 

of the new Act for the old regulations. Not all Councillors 

were present when certain important decisions were made. 

However, 'it was generally agreed that the best method of voting 

would be an optional preferential points system with voting 

being compulsory with age being 18'. It was also resolved 'that 

Council retain the right to select its own Clerk'.
25
 

Eligibility of voters and candidates 

The Council had recommended to the Queensland  

Government on 19 March that only Aborigines be eligible to vote  

and stand as candidates for Council elections. The feeling was 
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the same at this meeting although the new Act Says that 

membership of a Community is not confined to Aborigines 

(s.66(1) (a)). - This will probably mean that any non-Aborigines 

actually resident in trust areas will be eligible to vote for  

Council. „Staff and others resident in areas excised from the  

reserves/trust areas will be eligible to vote for local 

government councils. 

Assimilation 

The Council expressed dismay that the third part of the 

regulations-making power in the new Act referred to 'the 

development, assimilation, and integration of Aborigines' 

(s.82(3)). It was worried about what regulations might be 

included under the heading 'assimilation'. 

P. PUBLIC MEETING 18 MAY 1984  

The Manager asked the Council to call a public meeting 

to decide what recommendations to put to the State Government on 

the hours of operation of the canteen (previously four hours 

daily), on the limit to be put on take-aways (previously not 

allowed), and on the question of staff wages. Be said it would 

not be clear till the Regulations were out whether the Under 

Secretary would still be licencee or whether the Council would 

hold the licence. 

Since the Community Services (Aborigines) Act was 

passed on 13 April, there had been no public meeting at Yarrabah 

to explain the implications of the new Act and dissatisfaction 

had arisen in the community as a result. Few people seem to 

have known about the public meeting - only twenty-five residents 

attended at the start of the meeting - but those who did attend 

were incensed at the agenda. Their priority was not the 

operation of theBeer Canteen; they were concerned about who 

was going to run Yarrabah and how, and who owned the land. 'We 
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don't want to discuss the pub. We want to discuss the land 

issue. We can't control anything without the land,' said Mr 

Colin Neal of the Yarrabah Co-operative.
26
 

A past Chairman of Yarrabah Council Mr Percy Neal, who 

is now Chairman of the Yarrabah Co-operative, made a number of 

points. He requested that the Council do a survey on the effect 

of alcohol on Yarrabah residents and said that there had been an 

agreement at the last public meeting that the Council approach 

the Department to let its workers have half a day off with pay 

to attend public meetings. He said the Council should not 

accept regulations unseen. 

1. Community request lot Commonwealth Government take-over 

After three more residents arrived, the following 

motion was moved by Mr Percy Neal, seconded by Mr Stewart Harris 

and carried 28 - 0: 

We totally reject the new legislation that has been 
introduced because there have been broken promises in 
the past. The Premier said there would be full 
consultation at grass roots level. This has not been 
done. The way the Services legislation was pushed 
through is an insult to our intelligence. We totally 
reject it and ask for Federal intervention to apply to 
the whole reserve. We ask the Federal Government to 
assume the responsibilities given to it by the 1967 
Referendum. 27 

A copy was sent to the Prime Minister, Mr Bob Hawke, 

and the Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr Clyde 

Holding. 

The Chairman felt that it was a bit pointless going 

through this exercise again. He said the Council had already 

sent a similar telegram to the Federal Government and had been 

told that the Government was not prepared to make any move till 

1985. He felt there was really no alternative to working with 

the State legislation under protest. The community members, 

however, still wanted their input. 
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YARRABAH PETITION 

After the Public Meeting, a petition was taken around 

the community and over 400 signatures (over 60 per cent of the 

adult population) had been received at the time of writing this 

report, and the petition is still circulating (May 1984). 

To the Honourable Speaker and Members of the House of 
Representatives in Parliament assembled. The petition 
of the undersigned citizens of Australia respectfully 
showeth: 

That the humble petitioners respectfully believe that 
the Federal Government has the power conferred on it by 
the 1967 Referendum to intervene on behalf of Aboriginal 
people in any conflict with any State or Territory 
Government. Your petitioners therefore pray: 

That the Federal Government will accept its 
responsibility and use its powers under the Constitution 
to over-ride racist State legislation such as was 
recently introduced into the Queensland Government, and 
particularly to provide Land Rights with freehold title, 
for the Residents of the Yarrabah Community and that in 
addition the Government fulfil its stated policy of 
self-determination and self-management for Aboriginal 
people, by funding all housing, health, education, 
legal, employment strategy, and welfare matters 
concerning Aboriginal people directly through Aboriginal 
community based, community controlled organisations such 
as a Corporate Body, whose membership would comprise the 
Aboriginal residents of the Yarrabah Community, who 
would elect a Council to manage the land and waters, 
mining, timber, tourism and fishing as well as the 
previously mentioned organisations, thus enabling the 
elected Council to control all matters necessary to 
enable the Yarrabah Community to function in the manner 
which the members of the Yarrabah Community might desire 
from time to time. 

So that these aims may be accomplished, we 
therefore call upon the Federal Government to use its 
powers of acquisition to take over the Yarrabah land for 
the Yarrabah residents. By this petition we totally 
reject the Queensland Legislation and call upon the 
Manager of Yarrabah to resign and forthwith leave our 
land. 

And your petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray: 
... 
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R. COMPARISON OF THE ACT WITT YARRABAB
I
S PROPOSALS OF 19  

MARCH 1984  

1. Council 

The size of the council, and eligibility to vote and 

stand for elections will be covered in the new Regulations 

which had not been sighted by any Aboriginal group at the time 

of writing this report. The term of office of the council is 

three years as requested. 

2. Permits - residency 

The council no longer has power to grant permits of 

residency as requested but under s.68 may make by-laws 

consistent with ss.65-67 of the Act authorising or excluding a 

class of persons specified from entering or residing in the 

area. This leaves little room to manoeuvre because s.66 says 

that people who are authorised to reside in a trust area are 

Aborigines or other people who, in either case, are members of 

the resident community and people discharging a function under 

this Act or any other Act requiring their presence in the area. 

'A member of the community resident in an area' is a 

bit vague in the Council's opinion. In their submission of 

19 March 1984, Council members had requested power over public 

servants which they do not have in this Act: 

Council will require public servants posted to Yarrabah to 
be granted permits to live at Yarrabah; Council will grant 
such permits in the first instance for three months only; 
at the expiry of three months, any public servant 
considered to be an undesirable resident will be issued a 
Notice to Show Cause why his or her Permit to Reside at 
Yarrabah.should not be revoked •••29• 
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3. Manager and Council 

There are significant departures from the Local 

Government Act which are discussed in the next section of this 

report. The Council requested at its March meeting that it 

'have the full powers of a normal Town Council'. 

Yarrabah's representative in the Queensland 

Parliament, Mr Keith De Lacy, the Member for Cairns, told 

Parliament on 12 April 1984 in debate on the Bill: 

When I visit Yarrabah I'm confronted with the absurd 
situation in which there are two administrations - the 
DAIA, which has the real power, spends most of the money 
and makes the decisions on road-building, schools and other 
matters, and the Community Council which has been elected 
by the people but cannot make decisions., One group does , 
not know what the other group is doing. The two groups do 
not communicate very well and there is no friendship 
between them.

30
 

Commonwealth funds have given the Council some 

independence, but the Member's observation is basically true. 

Although the school is run by the Queensland Education 

Department, the DAIA has significant policy input. 

The Council had hoped the new Act would create one 

administration, with the Council seconding selected 

Departmental staff for a period of up to three years to help it 

carry out local government functions. The Council wanted the 

Executive Officer to be employed by the Council in the role of 

a Shire Clerk. 

The line of control is, however, really no different 

from before: Under-Secretary to Executive Officer to Council. 

The Council still has 'Big Brother' to contend with. Members 

of the Yarrabah Council experience difficulty in their 

relations with the Manager/Executive Officer. At both public 

meetings held at Yarrabah on 8 April and 18 May, the Manager 

raised his voice, jumped up and advanced towards Aboriginals he 

disagreed with, pointing an accusing finger at them in an 
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intimidating manner. On 8 April he called a community member 

and the Deputy Chairman liars, although he later retracted his 

accusation about the community member when the Co-operative 

Chairman pressed him for an apology.31 

4. Community courts 

The Council requested 'that there be constituted at 

Yarrabah a Magistrates Court comprising two or more Aboriginal 

Justices of the Peace'.32 The Act however provides that there 

shall be two courts at Yarrabah: an Aboriginal Court and a 

Magistrates Court. The Aboriginal Court may hear charges 

concerning breaches of the Council's by-laws, matters committed 

to its jurisdiction by the Regulations, and disputes that are 

not breaches of by-laws or Commonwealth or State law. 

Previously, only Aborigines could be tried but now non-

Aboriginal residents are under the Aboriginal Court's 

jurisdiction. Residents cannot elect to have their cases heard 

in a Magistrates Court. However, s.45 says that any person 

aggrieved by his/her conviction in an Aboriginal Court will 

have the same right of appeal as if convicted in a Magistrates 

Court which is an improvement. 

The Bill creates two classes of persons and is 

discriminatory because the jurisdiction of the Aboriginal Court 

does not extend to public servants who are charged in a 

Magistrates Court for by-law infringements. It is interesting 

that the distinction is no longer between Aborigines and non-

Aborigines but between residents (close to 100 per cent 

Aboriginal) and public servants (close to 100 per cent 

European). 

Another Council request was that Court fines be 

remitted to the Yarrabah Community Fund and that these moneys 

not be paid into consolidated revenue. This is not covered in 

the Act.33 
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5. Police 

Although the Council requested that Aboriginal police , 

'training be up-graded to State Police standards within a 

specially devised program for Aboriginals',
34
 there is no 

statutory requirement for such training and the Act does not 

foreshadow providing Regulations for the training of Aboriginal 

police. The Yarrabah Council will probably have to organise 

such training itself and seek Commonwealth Government funding, 

since Aboriginal police become a Council responsibility under 

the Community Services (Aborigines) Act. The Council can 

appoint as many Aboriginal police as it likes with the 

Minister's approval (s.39) and must provide them with a uniform 

and 'such other marks of authority as it thinks fit'. In order 

to achieve better integration with the State Police it would be 

more appropriate for Aboriginal Police to have their 

appointment by Councils confirmed by the Police Minister, 

rather than the Minister responsible for the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act. 

6. Canteen and alcohol 

This is dealt with in the Regulations. From the 

information provided by the Manager at the public meeting on 

18 May, the Regulations will set down the maximum number of 

hours the beer canteen can be open daily and the Council can 

only choose to operate fewer hours, and to vary the times of 

operating. This is less power than requested, which was to 

decide the hours of operation. It is uncertain whether the 

Council will be the licencee as requested, or whether the 

canteen will be able to sell any type of liquor other than beer 

despite the application of the Council. 

It is hardly self-management when under s.76 of the Act an 

Aboriginal Council needs the permission of the Under-Secretary 

to establish a Beer Canteen and the Under-Secretary can close 

it down if he thinks it is causing 'breaches of the peace', or 
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is 'detrimental to the health and well-being' of residents or 

'a source of danger to the life and safety' of residents, or if 

take home supplies exceed Council by-law limits. At least in 

this instance some reasons are specified, vague though some of 

them are. . Often the Act leaves veto or terminating powers up 

to the 'absolute discretion' of the Minister or 

Under-Secretary. The Liquor Act does not apply except for 

section 81 which covers ejection of disorderly persons. 

7. Advisory Council 

This has been retained as Council requested and 

renamed the Aboriginal Co-ordinating Council. It consists of 

the Chairmen of all the Aboriginal communities as before, but 

will now be incorporated, able to sue and hold property which 

is an improvement. It still has only advisory powers and no 

secretariat or independent funding. (The Council requested 

funding for a secretariat from the Commonwealth Government.) 

But it can appoint five out of the nine people on the 

Aboriginal Industries Board (ss.46-53). No provision has been 

made for the ACC to 'appoint sub committees to investigate 

special issues' as submitted by Yarrabah Council. 

8. Aboriginal and Islanders Commission 

The Commission was an advisory body appointed by the 

Queensland Government and consisted of one community Aborigine, 

one urban Aborigine, one Torres Strait Islander and one South 

Sea Islander. 

The Aboriginal and Islanders Commission has been 

abolished by virtue of being left out of the Services 

Legislation. Yarrabah's proposal of 9 June 1983 had suggested 

this. 
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Yarrabah suggested separate legislation for Aborigines 

not living on communities. (My impression is that Cairns 

Aborigines do not want such legislation unless the Government 

gives land rights over unalienated Crown land, sacred sites and 

areas of traditional significance not on reserves.) 

9. Miscellaneous 

Yarrabah Aborigines continue to have the right to hunt 

and fish on the community in accordance with Council wishes. 

But as indicated above the Council has proposed amendments to 

make the relevant provision of the Act more satisfactory. 

10. Additional 

(a) Disqualification of Councillors 

This is not covered in the Act but is dealt with in 

the Regulations. 

(b) Management of propery 

The Council's resolution 'that the special provisions 

of the existing State Act regarding management of the property 

of Aboriginal people be abolished and that in future, 

management of property should be handled by the Yarrabah 

Magistrates Court' was not put into effect.
35
 The Under-

Secretary will continue to manage the property of Aborigines 

managed by the Director under the old Act (s.73). This has not 

been compulsory for many years. 

(c) Grants-in-aid 

Despite a request that grants-in-aid powers be 

transferred to the Council, these powers to assist Aborigines 

in need remain with the Under-Secretary (s.71). 



(d) Welfare fund 

The Council had hoped that the centralised Aborigines 

Welfare Fund controlled by the Department would be abolished 

and its assets distributed to Community Councils, because most 

of the income from the communities has gone into this Fund over 

the years (with notable exception of beer canteen income). 

This meant to the Council 'an automatic takeover of all fixed 

assets, e.g. sawmill, store etc. plus any monies still held 

after the Fund has been audited and the books closed off'. 

However, s.5(8) states that the Aborigines Welfare Fund will 

continue and be maintained by the Under-Secretary. 

(e) Other assets 

The Council requested 'that on implementation of the 

new Act, all other buildings and items of plant presently owned 

by DAIA at Yarrabah be handed over to it', but the Act provides 

that the Department will continue to own property in the 

communities. My impression is that it is intended that some 

property will be gradually handed over to the Council, to 

individual residents or to the MB, the last in turn gradually 

handing it over to local control. It is expected that the 

federally-funded Aboriginal Development Commission will help 

finance such ventures. 
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YARRABAH, HUMAN RIGHTS AND SELF-MANAGEMENT. 

A. Comparison with Local Government Act 

Some form of local government has been provided for in 

the Community Services (Aborigines) Act but there are 

significant departures from both the Local Government Act and 

the Local Government (Aboriginal Lands) Act 1978 which applies 

to the former Aboriginal reserves of Aurukun and Mornington 

Island. 

1. Not responsible to Local Government Minister 

Firstly, Aurukun and Mornington Island, like other 

local authorities, are responsible to the Minister for Local 

Government not to the Minister for Aboriginal and Island 

Affairs. Some Yarrabah Aborigines suspect that responsibility 

has not been passed to the Minister for Local Government, not to 

serve the interests of Aborigines, but rather to preserve the 

jobs of departmental officers. DAIA staff could have been 

seconded to Aboriginal Councils as proposed by the Yarrabah 

Council and gradually transferred to other Government 

departments, unless they came to an arrangement with Councils to 

stay on as employees. 

2. Financial accountability 

Under s.29 of the Community Services (Aborigines) Act, 

the Minister has to approve the budget of Aboriginal Councils 

submitted in August each year in the form prescribed. All 

non-Aboriginal Councils, as well as the Aurukun and Mornington 

Island Councils, simply have to have their budget available for 

public inspection.1 

The Minister can sue Councillors in the name of the Council 

for any expenditure of funds he did not approve or which were 

not provided for in their budget. They are jointly liable to 
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repay this illegal expenditure (s.30). Under the Local 

Government Act, only electors or creditors of the Council can 

sue for illegal expenditure. 

Much more Ministerial discretion is operative in the 

Community Services (Aborigines) Act where the Minister 

prescribes which accounts are to be kept. Accounts required are 

set out by the regulations under the Local Government Act 

(s.29(1)). 

Frank Brennan, in his Consultation Document No. 8 says: 

Whereas the Under-Secretary or any person authorised by him 
is empowered to enter premises to inspect records and to 
make copies, there is requirement for ordinary Councils to 
comply with any summons made by the auditor for the 
production of records etc. (s.29(5)(v) Local Government 
Act). There is no general power of entry given an auditor 
of an ordinary Council even if it be the subject of a 
special audit ordered by the Minister (s.29(10) Local 
Government Act). [An Aboriginal Council is to be audited] 
as if the Council were a department of government of 
Queensland (s.32(2)).

2
 

Aboriginal Councils are required to give monthly 

financial returns to the Minister for three years and after that 

quarterly (s.33(1)). This differs materially from the Local 

Government Act where the Town Clerk gives a monthly report to 

the Council. Similarly, s.33(2) provides for Aboriginal 

Councils to give annual statements to the Minister whereas the 

Local Government Act requires the Town Clerk to give annual 

statements to the Council. The Government gets feedback on 

ordinary Councils through audit procedures. 

3. Not Local Government 

'Without amendment bringing them into line with similar 

provisions of the Local Government Act, [these clauses] are not 

the stuff of self-management nor even of responsible Local 

Government', said Frank Brennan. 'These provisions effect such 

a substantial shift in financial responsibility from the elected 

Council to the Minister and the Under-Secretary as to render the 
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grant of Local Government powers subject to the overriding 

discretion of the Minister and the Under-Secretary. I cannot 

agree with the Minister's proposition that these local 

government provisions "are bringing these communities into line 

with the rest of the State". In many instances, it is "as if 

the Council were a department of government of Queensland"'.
3
 

4. Elections 

The State Electoral Office runs local government 

elections but there is no mention in the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act of it running Aboriginal Council elections, 

although this was requested by the 14th meeting of the 

Aboriginal Advisory Counci1.
4
 In the past there has been too 

much DAIA interference in Council elections. The Local 

Government Act does not apply to Aboriginal Council elections. 

Although s.18 requires a voters' roll to be kept, the 

regulations under the Community Services (Aborigines) Act can 

override LGA provisions. The Act does not indicate who the 

returning officer will be, and this will probably be covered in 

the Regulations. 

B. Comparison with Human Rights Legislation and Conventions 

An examination will be made to see if the Community 

Services (Aborigines) Act is in contravention of human rights as 

set out in the Racial Discrimination Act 1975, Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islanders (Queensland Discriminatory Laws) Act 

1975, and international instruments relating to human rights and 

freedoms - the International Convention on the Elimination of 

All Forms of Racial Discrimination (the Convention) and the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (the 

Covenant). 
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1. Political rights 

(a) Self-determinatiDn 

The United Nations Charter, the International Covenant 

on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights all assert the right of 

self-determination which is fundamental in international law. 

Article 1 of each Covenant is the same. 

Article 1.1 asserts 'All peoples have the right of 

self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely 

determine their political status and freely pursue their 

economic, social and cultural development'. 

Professor of Law at the University of N.S.W., Garth 

Nettheim, in an analysis of the Community Services Bills says: 

Self-determination within the international provisions 
includes a right of a people to choose a separate national 
identity, but they also have the right to choose complete 
assimilation with other peoples or to choose among various 
other options between the two extremes. In the absence of 
any treaty, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples have 
not yet engaged in any act of choice in the matter. 
Australian federal governments appear unwilling to 
contemplate separate nationhood for Aboriginal and Island 
peoples. But they do seem willing to accept some measure of 
community autonomy for established communities. The former 
Fraser Government's phrase 'self-management' seemed to 
contemplate the right of communities to make important 
decisions concerning their communities independently of the 
influence of governments and government officials.

5
 

When Yarrabah and some other Queensland reserves 

petitioned the Federal Government under the Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islanders (Queensland Reserves and Communities 

Self-Management) Act 1978, the Federal Government did not 

respond. 

The Hawke Government seems to be similarly cautious 

about using the term 'self-determination' and to prefer to use 

the term 'self-management'. Queensland reserves have not made 



 

requests to the Hawke Government under the Federal self-

management legislation because they have been promised 

national land rights legislation. 

This report demonstrates that the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act does not provide for self-determination. Over 

60 per cent of the adults at Yarrabah have signed a petition 

rejecting this legislation and asking for Federal intervention 

to ensure Yarrabah's right to self-determination. 

(b) Participation in elections 

'Political rights, in particular the rights to 

participate in elections - to vote and to stand for election - 

on the basis of universal and equal suffrage, to take part in 

the Government as well as in the conduct of public affairs at 

any level and to have equal access to public service' is ensured 

by Article 5(c) of the Convention. Some Yarrabah residents are 

concerned that under s.18 of the Community Services (Aborigines) 

Act, they will be struck off the roll and be ineligible to vote 

for or stand for Mulgrave Shire Council elections if they are on 

the voters' roll for Yarrabah Council elections. 

Aborigines on northern communities suspect that s.18 is 

designed to prevent an increase in the number of black 

councillors on local government shires. The reserves/trust 

areas constitute large black voting blocks in these areas. 

There are at present two Aborigines from Doomadgee on the Burke 

Shire Council and one from Kowanyama on the Carpentaria Shire 

Council. One of the present Yarrabah Councillors stood for the 

Cairns City Council elections a few years ago while resident in 

Cairns, and polled favourably. Under the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act, Aborigines will have to choose which voters' 

roll they want to be on. If Aboriginal Councils had the same 

powers as other Councils, there would be no quarrel with this 

disenfranchisement but they do not at this point constitute true 

local authorities. 
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Robert Smallwood, a Yarrabah Councillor, made this 

complaint to the Human Rights Commission on 10 May 1984 - 'The 

Queensland Government intends to introduce a legislation which 

will prevent me as an Aboriginal resident of Yarrabah from 

having the right to vote in Local Government elections. Instead 

I can only vote for the Yarrabah Council, which is not the 

same. '6 

The Cairns Consultative Committee on Community 

Relations, in forwarding this complaint on 23 May 1984, wrote: 

This Committee supports Mr Smallwood's formal complaint and 
requests the Commission to take immediate action with regard 
to sections of the proposed legislation which contravene 
existing Federal Legislation. It is appreciated that the 
Federal Government has the power to override State 
legislation but it seems provocative that a legislation 
should be proposed by the State which is oblivious to 
existing Federal Law.7 

Mr Smallwood's view on voting rights is a minority one on the 

Yarrabah Council for reasons explained below. However there is 

a body of opinion within the community which supports him on 

this issue. 

Mr Smallwood has authorised the publication of the details 

of his complaint for the purposes of this report. 

The Yarrabah Council, does not see any advantage to 

Yarrabah residents in voting for Mulgrave Shire elections and 

approves s.18 because it is worried that the nearby Mulgrave 

Shire Council might decide that it needs to look after the 

welfare of its constituents in Yarrabah and start imposing 

building and other regulations on the community which it may not 

be able to meet (see section V B 4(a) of this report on housing 

problems). Previously, the Mulgrave Shire Council has adopted a 

low profile (except to help Yarrabah get an access road and 

employ Yarrabah Aborigines on road works) because Yarrabah was 

managed by the Queensland Government directly. Legal opinion is 

that the Community Services (Aborigines) Act, including s.18, 

will make little difference and that the Council's fears are 
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unfounded. Also until the Yarrabah Council actually receives 4 

deed of grant in trust under Queensland's Aboriginal land 

legislation (DOGIT) then any complaints by Mulgrave Shire 

Council would be directed to the Department of Community 

Services as the land owner. 

The Chairman of the Mulgrave Shire Council, Cr Tom 

Pyne, has given the writer a verbal assurance that Mulgrave 

Shire Council regulations do not apply at Yarrabah (which has to 

abide by State Government regulations) and the Mulgrave Shire 

Council will not be undertaking any inspections at Yarrabah but 

believed Yarrabah should be self-managing. He is prepared to 

put this in writing to the Yarrabah Council. 

Another concern of the Council is that under the 

Community Services (Aborigines) Act (s.66) non-Aborigines can be 

residents of Yarrabah and therefore will be able to vote for 

Council elections and stand for positions on the Council unless 

the Regulations find a way around it. The Council does not want 

this because they have suffered from so much white paternalism 

in the past. They are afraid that if Aborigines can vote and 

stand for both Yarrabah Council and Mulgrave Shire Council then 

non-Aborigines will demand the same. 

One way the Regulations might get around this is that 

under DOGIT public servants living on Yarrabah will be living on 

land excised from the community and therefore will not be 

subject to Council by-laws so a case could be made that they 

should not vote for Yarrabah Counci1.
6
 They would then vote for 

the Mulgrave Shire Council only (which is the present 

situation). Non-Aborigines, particularly those who are not 

public servants, who are married to or living with Aborigines on 

land not excised from the community will present another 

problem. In other words, there is a tension between self-

determination and human rights on the voting issue. 
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2. Civil tights 

(a) Freedom of movement 

'The right to freedom of movement and residence within 

the border of the State' is set out in the Convention (Article 

5(d)(i)).
9
 The Community Services (Aborigines) Act is an 

improvement over previous legislation which required permits for 

visits to and residency in Yarrabah. This caused problems for 

Aborigines who were out of favour with the Council or, before 

Federal overriding legislation in 1975, the DAIA. On other 

communities, there are complaints that Managers still intimidate 

Councils over permits. 

There is a conflict of interests here between human 

rights and self-management because the Yarrabah Council would 

like to retain the permit system to ensure privacy and protect 

the land from incursion. Some Europeans maintain that 

Aborigines do not need a permit these days to visit or live in 

Cairns, so why should Europeans require one to visit or live in 

Yarrabah? What the Yarrabah Council would like to see is 

private property rights over Yarrabah vested in the Yarrabah 

community. The Council believes it should have the power to 

preserve the integrity of the community through the permit 

system which could be compared to the passport system between 

sovereign states. Until the by-laws are drawn up by the 

Yarrabah Council, we do not know what class of persons might be 

excluded from the community but the by-laws will have to be in 

accordance with the Act. 

Another human rights concern is that there is no right 

of appeal for persons excluded from the community. Persons 

excluded from Aurukun and Mornington Island have a right of 

appea1.10 
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(b) Right to inherit 

Article 5(d)(vi) of the Convention guarantees the right 

to inherit. However s.75 of the Community Services (Aborigines) 

Act provides that if Aborigines die without appointing an 

executor or if they are missing, the Under-Secretary determines 

who succeeds to an estate or if anybody does. If the Under-

Secretary decides no one is entitled to inherit the estate, 

part of it will vest in the Under-Secretary who will use it for 

grant-of-aid money to Aborigines generally. 

(c) Other civil rights 

Rights to nationality, marriage and choice of spouse, 

to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, to freedom of 

opinion and expression, and freedom of peaceful assembly and 

association referred to in Article 5 of the Convention are not 

restricted by the Community Services (Aborigines) Act. It 

remains to be seen what the regulations and by-laws will 

produce, and whether the spirit of the law and its 

administration will ensure these rights. 

3. Economic rights  

(a) Fqual pay 

Article 5(e)(i) of the Convention establishes 'the 

rights to work, to free choice of employment, to just and 

favourable conditions of work, to protection against 

unemployment, to equal pay for equal work, to just and 

favourable remuneration'. 

Although it is illegal under Commonwealth law - under 

both the Racial Discrimination Act and the Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islanders (Queensland Discriminatory Laws) Act 1975 - the 

Queensland Government through the DAIA are still paying under 

award wages to reserve Aborigines. The Industrial Court of 

Queensland declared in 1979 (after Yarrabah Aborigine, 
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Arnold Murgha, put his case) that the State Building Trades 

Award applied in Aboriginal reserves.11 This means that all 

State Awards apply on Aboriginal communities. 

In 1980, DAIA increased wages to the guaranteed minimum 

wage. In recent years, Commonwealth funds have enabled Councils 

and Co-operatives to employ their own workers, e.g. Commonwealth 

Employment Program (CEP) schemes under which award wages are 

paid. A project presently in progress at Yarrabah necessitated 

the Council hiring DAIA machinery. Friction has been caused 

because Council labourers receive $250 a week, while the DAIA 

machinery operators used on the project are being paid $212 a 

week by DAIA despite their skills. DAIA machine operators 

threatened to go on strike if the Council did not top up their 

wages. The Manager passed the problem onto the Council, which 

ended up agreeing to employ DAIA workers for the duration of the 

project. 

The Community Services (Aborigines) Act makes no 

pronouncement about award wages, nor do the regulations 

foreshadow anything about wages for black departmental workers. 

A number of Councillors wondered whether some seventeen black 

DAIA workers (about three from each gang) were dismissed so that 

the Department of Community Services could begin on 31 May with 

a reduced workforce so that award wages could be paid, with the 

wages bill maintained at the same level. (Some of the seventeen 

workers were subsequently re-instated). 

The reason for this surmise is that arguments over 

recent years for the payment of under-award wages have been that 

workers would have to be sacked to keep the wages bill within 

budget. Arguments prior to that were that Aborigines were slow 

workers or were training, even when in fact no training was 

being given. 

Rates of pay have only been one aspect of the problem. 

I am told by Yarrabah residents that in the past sick leave, 

holiday pay, long service pay and compensation have been 
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problems, although I did not have time to research cases. The 

present situation is that some of the sacked workers had been 

working for the DAIA for over ten years and did not receive long 

service entitlements. They should have received pro rata 

payments. The Council's solicitor is acting on their behalf in 

this matter. 

(b) Joining trade unions 

'The right to form and join trade unions' is 

established in Article 5(e)(ii) of the Convention and s.14 of 

the Racial Discrimination Act. Nothing in the old or new 

legislation prohibits Yarrabah Aborigines from joining trade 

unions. However, today as far as I know, not one Yarrabah 

resident is a member of a trade union. 

Here it is necessary to understand that it is not just 

legislation we are talking about, but also administration. The 

whole ethos of the reserve system has been one of a 'captive' 

environment where, if Aborigines buck against the system, they 

get penalised by loss of jobs, going to the bottom of housing 

lists, police harassment etc. (Housing and police harassment 

will be dealt with later.) Previous Councils (except for Percy 

Neal's Council) have generally been more susceptible to the 

influence of Managers who appear to have seen trade unions as a 

threat and the permit system as an effective psychological 

deterrent to trade union organisers. 

Despite this, Arnold Murgha became a member of the 

Australian Workers Union (AWU), which took his case to the 

Queensland Industrial Court. As mentioned above, a decision 

favourable to award wages was reached in 1979. More Yarrabah 

workers joined the AWU and were promptly sacked, although with 

pressure from the union they were reinstated. Because of the 

non-payment of award wages and little follow-up by the MU, 

confidence in the AWU was sapped. 
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(c) Control of resources 

Article 1.2 of the Covenant states 'All peoples may, 

for their own ,ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and 

resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of 

international economic co-operation, based upon the principle of 

mutual benefit, and international law. In no case may a people 

be deprived of its own means of subsistence.' 

The Yarrabah Council is particularly sensitive on this 

point. It believes that the AIB and the Aborigines Welfare Fund 

constitute infringements of their human rights to control their 

own resources and derive income from their own resources. 

As Cr Robert Smallwood said on 19 April, 'We want water 

rights, timber, quarrying and foraging rights. Timber is basic 

to the economy of the reserve. Delete that and this reserve 

won't function.'
12
 

(d) Financial accountability 

The definition of what constitutes racial discrimination is 

set out in Article 1.1 of the Convention and is embodied in 

section 9(1) of the Racial Discrimination Act. 

It is unlawful for a person to do any act involving a 
distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on 
race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin which has 
the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the 
recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of 
any human right or fundamental freedom in the political, 
economic, social, cultural or any other field of public 
life. 

The provisions relating to financial oversight of the 

Yarrabah Council or other Aboriginal Councils are discriminatory 

in that they are not applied to Town and Shire Councils 

(including Aurukun and Mornington Island). The effect is to 

severely disadvantage Aboriginal Councils. Aboriginal Councils 

do not have the equality before the law guaranteed in the Racial 

Discrimination Act, 5.10(1): 
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If by reason of, or a provision of, a law of Australia 
or of a State or Territory, persons of a particular 
race, colour or national or ethnic origin do not enjoy a 
right that is enjoyed by persons of another race, colour 
or national or ethnic origin, or enjoy a right to a more 
limited extent than persons of another race, colour or 
national or ethnic origin, then, notwithstanding 
anything in that law, persons of the first-mentioned 
race, colour, or national or ethnic origin shall, by 
force of this section, enjoy that right to the same 
extent as persons of that other race, colour or national 
or ethnic origin. 

4. social and cultural rights 

(a) Bight to housing 

Section 5(e)(iii) of the Convention sets out this basic 

right. However, a joint ADC/DAA Aboriginal Housing and 

Accommodation Needs Survey in September 1983 assessed the 

housing situation at Yarrabah to be seventy houses in good 

condition, sixty houses and four duplexes in fair condition 

(routine repairs needed), thirty houses in poor condition (major 

repairs required) and in bad condition (replacement required) 

twenty houses, thirty pensioner units and 600 shelters.
13
 

To rectify this poor housing situation, the ADC/DAA 

survey recommended the building of 120 houses, twenty pensioner 

units and two thirty-bed hostels. 

In the light of this, it is interesting that under the 

Community Services (Aborigines) Act housing will be the 

responsibility of the Aboriginal Council instead of the 

Department. In fact, I heard a comment at a Yarrabah Council 

meeting break to the effect of 'now we know why DAIA didn't 

repair the houses. They knew they were going to give them to 

the Council'. At the public meeting on 8 April, the Minister 

said there would be no sudden withdrawal of finances. It would 

happen over a ten year period.14 
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This is a matter of concern when income levels indicate 

that many Yarrabah families are in need of public housing 

assistance (State and/or Commonwealth), and will be for years to 

come. The Cairns Commonwealth Employment Service (CES) has not 

kept separate statistics for Aborigines since 1981 but its 

unofficial estimate is that two-thirds of the Yarrabah workforce 

(about 66%) are unemployed. Coupled with under-payment of award 

wages for DAIA workers and probably Department of Community 

Service workers, the picture is somewhat dismal. 

Basic human rights will continue to be denied even 

though self-management is achieved in the housing area if there 

is no adequate resources back-up from government to meet the 

housing needs of the Yarrabah community. 

(b) Right to privacy 

The right to privacy in one's home is guaranteed by the 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders (Queensland 

Discriminatory Laws) Act 1975, s.8. However this section and 

most other sections will no longer have effect if Aboriginal 

reserves in Queensland are degazetted, which will occur as the 

Deeds of Grant in Trust are made to Councils. 

Nevertheless, Aborigines on 'trust areas', as reserves 

like Yarrabah will be called, are entitled by s.9 of the Racial 

Discrimination Act to the same privileges as anybody else, e.g. 

the right to privacy in their dwellings. Also Article 17 of the 

Covenant covers the right to privacy. 

In his Second Reading Speech on the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Bill Mr Katter foreshadowed a possible amendment to 

the Deed of Grant legislation enabling separate titles to be 

held by householders, in which case they would have the same 

rights of exclusion and privacy as the Crown and other property 

holders.I5 
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If there is not such an amendment, then the Council as 

trustee of the reserve/trust area would lease land to 

householders, in which case the householders would only have the 

same right of exclusion as does the Council. 

Yarrabah Council's solicitor, Greg McIntyre, writes: 

On a broad reading of the legislation, any member of the 
Community or resident discharging a statutory function could 
request any person to enter any part of a trust, whether it 
was the household of another person or not. It may be 
possible to limit this provision by means of by-laws. 
However ... such a limitation may be regarded as 
inconsistent with the right to enter on request contained in 
clause 65(2) and therefore outside the power to make 
exclusionary by-laws, contained in clause 68(6). 16 

An amendment may be required either to the Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islanders (Queensland Discriminatory Laws) Act 

or the Community Services (Aborigines) Act to ensure privacy of 

householders. 

(c) Rights to medical care and education 

Articles 5(e)(iv) and (v) of the Convention guarantee 

'the right to public health, medical care, social security and 

social services; and the right to education and training'. 

Health and education services are not dealt with by the 

Community Services (Aborigines) Act. Training will be covered 

in part 4 of the regulations. One can only surmise that health 

care and education will continue in much the same way, education 

having been recently handed over by the DAIA to the Education 

Department, and health care being shared by the new Department 

of Community Services and the Health Department through the 

Cairns Hospital Board and the State Aboriginal Health Program. 

The right to self-determination set down in the 

Covenant supports the Yarrabah Council's desire to have more 

control in the health care of its community. In response to a 

query of mine on 2 May 1984, I received the following reply from 

the Council: 
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the Council believes the Community is reasonably satisfied 
with the health services at Yarrabah provided through the 
Hospital. However the Council would prefer to employ its 
own team of Aboriginal health field workers rather than the 
Aboriginal Health Program. The Council would like to 
include an. ambulance driver in its team of health field 
workers.

17
 

The Human Rights Commission is investigating a long 

standing complaint from the Yarrabah council that the community 

has been discriminated against in the unequal provision of 

educational facilities by the Queensland Government which has 

not provided covered walkways and a covered lunch area for the 

high school students to protect them from tropical summer rains 

and heat. 

(d) Right to enjoy own culture 

Article 27 of the Covenant states: 

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic 
minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall 
not be denied the right, in community with the other members 
of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and 
practice their own religion, or to use their own language. 

There is some degree of recognition of Aboriginal 

culture in the Community Services (Aborigines) Act. Section 

25(1) charges the Aboriginal Councils with 'the good rule and 

government' of an area 'in accordance with the customs and 

practices of the Aborigines concerned'. Aboriginal courts are 

enabled to exercise their jurisdiction 'having regard to the 

usages and customs of the community within its area' except for 

infringements of the Regulations. 

The Regulations, which were not available at the time 

of writing this report, are enabled to make provision for 'the 

development, assimilation and integration of Aborigines'. The 

Pocket Oxford Dictionary defines to assimilate' as 'to make or 

become like, absorb, be absorbed into the system'. Such 

regulations could be aimed at making Aborigines like Europeans 

and absorbing them into the mainstream of Queensland society in 

such a way that their unique culture would be lost. 
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News commentator, Andrew Stewart, says 'He (the 

Minister for Aboriginal and Island Affairs) denies the 

Government is putting pressure on the communities to allow 

tourism, Mining and other developments so they will become 

self-sufficient at the cost of their cultures'. 

'The Government holds one point to push the communities 

into its ethos of self-sufficiency government funding.  

Although some reserves will reach self-sufficiency, they will 

still depend like any local authority on government grants'. 

'Since we'll be providing most of the funding to the 

communities for some time to come we have the right not to fund 

them' said Mr Katter. 'But it would be extraordinary if we had 

to use that right ...'. 18 

The Sunday Mail reported that 'Aboriginals dancing, 

working cattle, starring in rodeos, and painting each other's 

bodies will become major Queensland tourist attractions under 

plans proposed by the Aboriginals and Islanders Advancement 

Minister, Mr Katter.' 19 

The Yarrabah Council is not opposed to tourism as long 

as it is community controlled so as to minimise its cultural 

threat and ensure that the financial benefits remain within the 

community. However, as mentioned earlier, they are very opposed 

to the concept of public roads which will allow tourists to 

drive in, 'gawk' at the community and contribute nothing to it. 

Under the Community Services (Aborigines) Act, people 

can move onto Yarrabah for lawful purposes at the invitation of 

community members, and could then form liaisons with Aborigines, 

share land, help finance them in business activities, perhaps 

become an economic force within the community and, if the 

Regulations permit, vote for and stand for election to the 

Aboriginal Council. 
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In fact it is unclear from the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act whether such Europeans or Asians can legally be 

considered 'Aborigines'. Section 6 defines 'Aborigine' as 'a 

person who is a descendent of an indigenous inhabitant of 

Australia other than the Torres Strait Islands and includes any 

person who resides in an area as part of a community of  

;slanders' (The word 'Islanders' is no doubt a printing error 

for 'Aborigines'). Section 66 says '(1) Subject to this Part 

- (a) an Aborigine or other person who, in either case, is a 

member of the community resident in an area; ... is authorised 

to enter upon, be in and reside in that area'. 

Certainly a great deal of cultural and social stress 

will be placed on Yarrabah Aborigines by the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act. Tribal and customary marriages are no longer 

recognised by the Queensland Government, because no mention is 

made of them in the Community Services (Aborigines) Act. This 

will affect more isolated traditional communities to a greater 

extent than Yarrabah. Special provisions for recognising tribal 

and customary law principles in relation to the administration 

of the estates of intestate Aborigines have been repealed and 

should be restored in a form acceptable to the Aboriginal 

community. 

5. Equality before the law 

(a) Equal court treatment 

'The right to equal treatment before the tribunals and 

all other organs administering justice' is set down in Article 

5(a) of the Convention. Section 44 of the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act provides that residents, whether Aborigines or 

not, come under the jurisdiction of the Aboriginal Court. On 

the other hand 'a person, whether an Aborigine or not, who is a 

resident in an area by reason only that he holds an appointment 

that requires his residence there shall not be taken to be part 

of the community that resides in the area' (s.44(2)) and so is 

subject to the Magistrates Court not the Aboriginal Court. 
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Although most residents will be Aborigines and most appointees 

will be Europeans, this does not distinguish on the basis of 

race but on the basis of whether a person is a resident or an 

appointee. It is discriminatory that residents cannot elect to 

have their cases heard in a Magistrates Court if they so wish. 

No provision was made for special Aboriginal courts 

under the Local Government (Aboriginal Lands) Act 1978. The 

courts held at Aurukun and Mornington Island are regular 

magistrates' courts constituted by two Aboriginal Justices of 

the Peace. The rights of residents on trust areas would be 

increased if this lead was followed, along with training for 

Aboriginal Justices. 

'The jurisdiction of the Aboriginal Court is unlimited 

as regards the amount of any civil claim (should be Small Claims 

Court jurisdiction) and has no appeal provision for civil 

disputes.'
20
 This may be an oversight in the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act which will be amended. However it has the 

effect of disadvantaging residents before the law. 

An improvement in the Community Services (Aborigines) 

Act is that s.45 enables persons convicted in an Aboriginal 

Court to have the 'same right of appeal against or review of the 

conviction and order' as if it were a Magistrates Court. 

(b) Legal representation 

The Community Services (Aborigines) Act is silent about 

legal representation in the Aboriginal courts, although Article 

14.3(b) of the Covenant sets down the right in full equality for 

a person 'to have adequate time and facilities for the 

preparation of his defence and to communicate with counsel of 

his own choosing'. 
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(0 Justices of the Peace 

In order to give residents equality before the law, 

s.42(2)(b) of
-
the Community Services (Aborigines) Act enabling 

Aboriginal Councillors to sit as members of an Aboriginal Court 

should be repealed. It is a principle of jurisprudence that 

those who make the laws (Council by-laws) should not sit in 

judgement over them. 

The appointment of Aboriginal Justices is not discussed 

in the Community Services (Aborigines) Act. At the NAC Palm 

Island workshops attended by Yarrabah Councillors, consensus was 

that the 'appointment of the J.P.s to the Court to be the same 

procedure as normal court systems, but that there be 

consultation with community through the Council' .21 

(d) The Liquor Act 

To achieve the equality before the law guaranteed by 

the Racial Discrimination Act, the Liquor Act should apply on 

Queensland Aboriginal communities consonant with the principles 

of self-determination. The inequalities likely to be imposed by 

the Community Services (Aborigines) Act and Regulations are 

discussed in part D.6. 'Canteen and Alcohol'. 

(e) Orwellian scrutiny 

Sections 11 and 12 of the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act 1984 provide for an Orwellian-type scrutiny of 

Aboriginal communities, hardly providing them with equality 

before the law guaranteed by the Racial Discrimination Act. 

Visiting Justices will visit Yarrabah and other communities once 

every three months and under s.11(d) are requested to 'report to 

the Under-Secretary as soon as is practicable after completion 

of their visit on - 

(i) administration of the area; 

(ii) matters that in their opinion -affect the welfare of 

residents in the area; and 
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(iii) such other matters as the Under-Secretary requests.' 

This Visiting Justice system is usually known only in prisons! 

Under s.12(i), 'The Governor-in-Council may authorise 

any person to make and hold such inspections, investigations and 

inquiries for the purposes of this Act as he considers 

desirable.' The Queensland Government already has the power to 

set up Commissions of Inquiry so the inclusion of this power in 

the Community Services (Aborigines) Act hardly seems necessary, 

unless the key is that 'any person' may be so authorised. 
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VI YARRABAH AND LAND RIGHTS  

A. Relationship of _land rights and self-management 

• To achieve political and economic self-determination, 

Yarrabah people need an economic base from which to work - the 

land and its resources. For personal liberation and cultural 

pride, they need to be able to turn to the land and its 

dreaming. 

The Chairman of Yarrabah put it aptly when he asked 

this question: 'If we haven't got land rights, what've we got 

to manage anyway?' 

B. Land Act (Aboriginal and Islander Land Grants) Amendment Act 

1982 (Old)  

1. What is it? 

The Community Services (Aborigines) Act is designed as 

complementary management legislation to the Deed of Grant in 

Trust legislation (the Land Act (Aboriginal and Islander Land 

Grants) Amendment Act 1982: DOGIT), which is the land 

legislation applicable to Queensland reserves. 

A matter of concern is that the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act is not dependent on the Deed of Grant in Trust 

legislation. Section 6 of the Community Services (Aborigines) 

Act defines 'trust area' as 'land granted in trust by the 

Governor in Council for the benefit of Aboriginal inhabitants or 

reserved and set apart by the Governor in Council for the 

benefit of Aborigines under the provisions of law relating to 

Crown lands'. 

DOGIT was not enacted until early May 1984, and at the 

time of writing no deeds have been granted or made available for 

public perusal. There have been no formal consultations with 
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Aborigines as to the actual land coveted by such deeds. There 

is a possibility that there will still be a considerable time 

lapse before the grant. 

In introducing amendments to DOGIT, the Minister for 

Aboriginal and Island Affairs said, in December 1983: 

The Bill is designed to further secure the legal tenure of 
the Aboriginal and Islander people who will hold in trust 
under a deed of grant those areas presently reserved for 
Aboriginal and Islander residents rights of occupation and 
land management for themselves and their children that are 
complete and beyond interference except by a special Act of 
Parliament. 

The proposals of which this Bill is part are superior to any 
other, because they give a perpetual title that is 
absolutely inalienable unless the Parliament, for some 
reason, decides otherwise by a special Act. Only the 
Parliament can alter the size of the area covered by the 
deed or take the deed away from the Aboriginal or Islander 
trustees •1 

2. Yarrabah's response 

(a)Council 

(i) Amendments requested 26 January 1984  

In response to the Minister's speech, the Chairman of 

Yarrabah Council, Cr Roy Gray, sent the following letter to the 

Minister on 26 January: 

Ref: The Minister's Second Reading Speech on 16/12/83 
relating to the Land Act (Aboriginal and Island 
Land Grant) Amendment Bill. 

This Council believes that the Deed of Grant in Trust  
under the Land Act 1962 as amended to date as presently 
offered to Aborigines by the State of Queensland, requires 
a number of modifications before we could be satisfied 
with it. It is our opinion that:- 

The requirement that the Minister approve all leases 
for occupancy of land the subject of a Deed of Grant 
(Section 343, 345 and 350) is not acceptable. The  
Trustee should have an unrestricted right to lease or 
permit occupation to Aboriginal people, groups and 
corporations or permit them to occupy or use land.  
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The Trustee need not have any Light to lease to 
non-Aboriginal persons but merely a right to allow 
occupancy or use or to issue occupancy licenses. 
Section 348 is a sufficient safeguard to use against 
action of the Trustees which is contrary to the 
public interest. 

There should be no exclusions from the areas of land 
presently reserved when the Deeds are granted 
(Section 344C). The Trustees should hold the land 
presently used by Government Departments, and all 
buildings presently used by Aboriginal people or for 
enterprises in which they are employed. Government 
Departments should be allowed the tight to occupy 
buildings necessary for their proposed functions, 
which rights would be granted by the Trustee. 

Reservations from the grants for public purposes 
(ss.344D) should not occur. Where it appears 
necessary to create a public work,

-
 it will generally 

be in the interests. of the Trustees, and the people 
they represent, so that such works will be able to be 
conducted with their consent. Any work not of that 
kind ought to be subject to the usual conditions of 
compulsory acquisition, with compensation. 

The Government ought not to have the power to remove 
Trustees (s.340). Trustees ought to be subject only 
to the power of their electors to remove them by 
petition. Furthermore, it will be necessary that 
Trustees continue to hold office as title holders 
(with limited powers to deal with the land) during 
the period from their dismissal until they are 
replaced at a fresh election. It would be 

unacceptable for the title at any time to vest in a 
non-Aboriginal Administrator. 

The Council cannot be satisfied about the quality of 
the title they will receive until they are aware of 
their rights to participate in and control mining, 

fishing, forestry, quarrying and the conduct of 
enterprises in general within the community. The 
Council believes that it should have full control and 
power to regulate what occurs upon and under the land 
and, to a three mile limit from the Coast, upon the 
sea adjacent to its land.

2
 

(ii) Land claimed 21 February 1984  

On 29 February 1984, in a letter to the Minister for 

Aboriginal and Islander Affairs, the Yarrabah Council put in a 

land claim for the community. It includes former reserve land 

excised for defence purposes (False Cape) and for a lighthouse 

(Rocky Island), neither of which piece of land is still used for 
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the purpose for which it was taken. Also part of the claim is 

land, traditionally considered part of the community, now used 

for tourist purposes (Green Island and Fitzroy Island). Little 

Fitzroy Island is used only by the community. Lands excised 

from the reserve for hospital, school, DAIA (DCS) and official 

purposes are also included, as are water rights. It may be that 

the Queensland Government will not be willing to grant a deed 

that recovers land already excised, even though some of it is 

unused except by the Yarrabah community. Water rights are not 

included in the Queensland legislation. 

The letter read as follows: 

We anticipate that in the not too distant future it 
is intended to grant to this Council by way of Deed in 
Trust lands at Yarrabah. 

We wish to point out to you the areas of land which 
should be the subject of this deed. They comprise the 
land shown green on plan NA 352-001(B1) annexed hereto 
being: 

(1) The Reserve for the Benefit of Aboriginal Inhabitants of 
the State of about 154.4 sq.km. (formerly R.204). 

(2) Rocky Island being 12.14 ha (formerly R340 Reserve 
for Aboriginals). 

(3) Lot 146 (formerly SL 28467) of 4047 sq.m. 

(4) Lot 147 Res. 1171 reserved for hospital purposes 
being 2529 sq.m. 

(5) Lot 149 being 2141 sq.m. 

(6) Lot 151 being 8840 sq.m. 

(7) Lot formerly SL42003 being 779 sq.m. 

(8) Lot 162 R.1275 School Reserve 1.333 ha. 

(9) Lot 165 R.1270(Pt.) Departmental and Official 
purposes reserve being 3.465 ha. 

(10) Lot 166 R.1296(Pt.) being 2276 sq.m. 

(11) False Cape 

together with the whole of the land comprised in Fitzroy 
Island and Green Island and Little Fitzroy Island. 
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In respect to all land abovementioned we also claim 
that we should hold title and control over the land from 
the high water to the low water mark and the seas and 
seabed from the low water mark to three (3) miles 
therefrom in relation to all areas of land adjacent to the 
sea together with Sudbury Reef, Scott Reef and Fitzroy 
Sandbank. (Appendix A) 

(iii) Cairns workshop 29-30 March 1981 

At a workshop by the writer entitled 'Aspirations of 

Cairns Aborigines Re Local and Self-Management and Human Rights' 

held at Kuiyar Hostel, Cairns on 29-30 March, the Conference 

voted unanimously in favour of a motion moved by the Deputy 

Chairman of Yarrabah, Cr. Mick Connolly:
4
 

That this Conference welcomes the Queensland Government's 
legislation to give some form of land tenure to Queensland 
Aboriginal reserves but we believe the following five points 
brought up by the Yarrabah Council should be made into 
amendments to the Deed of Grant in Trust legislation so that 
adequate security of tenure and self-management can be 
achieved. Also that the Human Rights Commission take this 
matter up with the Queensland Government. (The five points 
are those outlined in the Council's letter of 26 January to 
the Minister.) 

The Chairman and Deputy Chairman of Yarrabah voted on 

the following motion, which was carried unanimously: 

That the Human Rights Commission request the Queensland 
Government to provide maps of the proposed Deed of Grant 
areas to Aboriginal Councils so that they have adequate time 
to determine whether areas granted are in line with what the 
Aboriginal communities have historically believed to be 
their boundaries. It is also recommended that surveying be 
done by the Australian Survey Office in consultation with 
Aboriginal Councils and elders on reserve/deed boundaries. 

(b) Public response 

(i) Public meeting 8 April 1984  

The land matters brought up by the Yarrabah community 

at a public meeting with the Minister on 8 April were the 

following:5 
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fear by residents who lived outside the village area, 

e.g. Back Beach and Buddabadoo that they would be moved 

back into the village and lose their land; 

worry that King Beach, which is of particular 

significance to the Kongkandji tribe, might be excised 

from the reserve for public purposes, e.g. a tourist 

complex, and worry that a public access road would be 

built to King Beach; 

annoyance at excisions for government departments. It 

was felt to be segregation for land to be excised from 

the reserve for staff housing. This land should be 

leased from the Council. 'Otherwise the whiteman can 

smoke marijuana and run inside his house and poke his 

tongue at us. It's called the Deed of Grant in Trust 

and it's about time the trust came from the government 

to us', said Cr Mick Connolly, Deputy Chairman, backing 

up points expressed by the community; 

concern that DOGIT does not provide mining and 

quarrying rights and fishing rights to the 5 mile 

limit; 

desire for compensation for land excised from the 

reserve; 

desire for inalienable freehold title instead of deed 

of grant in trust title; 

worry about the ability of the government to excise 

land for public purposes (s.334D of the Land Act says 

'there may be reserved from the grant a specified area, 

with or without describing so as to identify it the 

part or parts of the land comprising that area for 

public purposes, with or without specifying the 

particular purposes.'); 
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the public supported the Council's five requested 

amendments to DOGIT; 

the sharefarmers were 'scared stiff' that they might 

have their land taken from them. 

Briefly, the Minister's position was: 

that the Council would probably be trustees and could 

grant title deeds to those living outside the village 

but there were 82 MPs who could change this; 

the government could come along anytime and resume 

land, e.g. for a freeway. The government could just 

pass another set of laws. The security of Aborigines 

was as great as anyone else's in Queensland; 

if the government appointed the Council as trustee, it 

would own the houses. Maybe people could buy houses 

from the Council. The Council would receive rent, 

rates or house repayments. Whoever owns the land owns 

the houses; 

freehold means people can sell land and Aborigines had 

told him they did not want to be able to sell it; 

the Teachers' Union and the Police Union had asked for 

the right to privacy in their homes and offices. They 

issued an ultimatum to the government that they would 

pull out otherwise; 

the 'drunken riot' at Edward River played up by the 

media gave some government members the general feeling 

Aborigines are not ready. They think Yarrabah will 'go 

up in smoke in minutes and people will be locked up'. 

He was not 'Mr Popularity' in the 'outside world' 

because of this. 
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After the Minister left the meeting, there was a heated 

argument between some residents and the Manager over timber 

rights and particularly access by Aborigines to red cedar to 

make their own furniture, when the white staff seemed to have 

access to it. Privileged access by Europeans to the sawmill 

after hours was brought up as well as the suspected removal from 

the reserve of red cedar for sale. The Manager said Aborigines 

could apply to him for red cedar, which was in short supply, and 

it was being used where it could best be used, which was for 

office furniture. The Council requested that timber rights be 

given to it. 

(ii) Public meeting 18 May 1984 

At the public meeting called to discuss the beer 

canteen, Mr Colin Neal of the Yarrabah Co-operative said, 'We 

don't want to discuss the pub. We want to discuss the land 

issue. We can't control anything without the land.' 

C. What Are land rights 

1. Bolding goals 

Following consultation with Aborigines, the Federal 

Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr Clyde Holding, set down the 

following goals for any land rights legislation which he 

considered fundamenta16. 

1. Aboriginal land to be held under inalienable freehold 

title. 

2. Protection of sacred sites. 

3. Aboriginal control of mining on Aboriginal land. 

4. Access to mining royalty equivalents. 

5. Compensation for loss of land to be negotiated. 
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2. 13rennan requisites 

Barrister and Catholic Priest, Frank Brennan S.J., who 

has followed the legislation carefully at the request of the 

Catholic Bishops, identifies five legal requirements for land 

rights/inalienable freehold.7 Numbers one and three simply add 

up to inalienable freehold. The others are an addition to Mr 

Holding's principles: 

2. Integrity of reserve boundaries. 

4. Ancillary rights (including timber, quarry, hunting, 

foraging and mineral). 

5. Trustees control of land free from bureaucratic 

constraints and political interference by Government. 

3. Baume principles 

Under the Fraser Government, Senator Peter Baume 

established similar principles when he was Minister for 

Aboriginal Affairs: security of tenure, integrity of present 

reserve boundaries and self-management. He also laid down a 

fourth principle: 

(4) Full consultation with Aborigines and Torres Strait 

Islanders before any decision is made.8 

4. North Oueensiand Land Council objectives 

Pre-dating all these, the North Queensland Land 

Council, in consultation with delegates from all Aboriginal 

reserves in North Queensland as far south as Yarrabah and Palm 

Island, established the following policy at its inaugural meeting 

in January 1976.9 

1. Immediate ownership of tribal land by respective tribal 

groups. 
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2. That all Aboriginal Reserves be handed over to the 

respective Aboriginal groups, and that the land be 

effectively controlled and owned by the Aborigines in 

that area under their law and customs. 

3. That Aboriginal lands include total rights to all 

natural resources, and that present mining and 

prospecting be suspended until negotiations are held 

with Aborigines. 

4. That land ownership and control be legally protected 

and regarded as inviolable. 

5. That Aboriginal people be compensated for the loss of 

all Aboriginal-designated reserves, tribal lands, and 

other lands revoked by the Commonwealth and State 

Governments. 

6. That before compensation is decided, negotiations be 

held to acquire those lands plus any other lands deemed 

necessary by the respective Aboriginal groups and 

tribal groups for their survival and benefit. 

7. That any 'Crown land' which is of traditional or sacred 

significance to Aborigines be granted without fees or 

constraints. 

D. Comparison of Land Act (Aboriginal & Islander Land Grants)  

Amendment Act 1982 (Old) with land rights 

I. Inalienable freehold 

This is the only land rights principle to which DOGIT 

addresses itself. Even then, there are a few problems. 

Solicitor for the Yarrabah Council, Mr Greg McIntyre writes: 

The Deed of Grant in Trust under Section 334 of the Land Act 
of 1962 is not a 'Deed of Grant in Fee Simple' (or Freehold) 
in accordance with Forms 1, lA or IB of the Act, it is a 
'Grant ... upon Trust for the Benefit of Aboriginal and 
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Islander inhabitants', in accordance with Form 2. It is 
different from Freehold in that it may revert to the Crown 
if the Trusts, Conditions, Reservations and Provisos of the 
Act, and in the Deed (relating to Crown ownership of Gold, 
Minerals and Petroleum) are not complied with. 

The title is inalienable insofar as it can be surrendered to 
the Crown or transferred to another Local Authority or 
corporate body with the approval of the Governor in 
Council. Otherwise it cannot be sold or transferred (s.342 
Land Act). The title may further be alienated by way of 
Mortgage with the consent of the Governor in Council (s.351 
Land Act) •10 

Although the 1983 Amendments to DOGIT ensure that an 

Act of Parliament is required to revoke all or part of the deed 

of grant, the Governor in Council is enabled on the making of 

the grant to reserve from the grant 'a specified area, with or 

without describing so as to identify it the part or parts of the 

land comprising that area, for public purposes, with or without 

specifying the particular purpose or purposes' (s.334D). This 

is a big worry to Yarrabah residents. Cr Mick Connolly has 

dubbed it the 'hovering clause', ready to pounce like a vulture 

on Aboriginal land. 

Frank Brennan in his Consultation Document No. 6 

recommended top-up Commonwealth legislation: 

If the Commonwealth Parliament were to make a law providing 
for the automatic transfer of any Aboriginal land resumed by 
a State Government to an Aboriginal trust, then Aboriginal 
communities would be assured the most secure form of tenure 
possible. ... If the Commonwealth Parliament in turn 
revoked Aboriginal title to land, any Aboriginal community 
so affected would have the constitutional guarantee of 
receiving just compensation.11 

2. Protection of sacred sites 

The Community Services (Aborigines) Act and DOGIT make 

no mention of sacred sites. The only Act in Queensland which 

refers to sacred sites is the Aboriginal Relics Preservation Act 

which is administered by DAIA's Archaeology Branch and applies 

only to man-modified objects or sites. Sacred sites become the 
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property of the State and can only be declared on private 

property if the owner agrees, in which case traditional use is 

allowed. 

Yarrabah Council requested of the Minister on 19 March 

that Aboriginal Advisory Council (now Aboriginal Co-ordinating 

Council) representatives be members of an Archaeology Branch 

Board which they expected to be set up under the Community 

Services (Aborigines) Act to ensure some Aboriginal 

participation in decision-making. 12 Such a Board was not set up 

and the Aboriginal Co-ordinating Council has been given no role 

in relation to sacred sites. Aborigines are not happy that 

sacred sites in Queensland are the property of the State and 

that only man-modified objects and sites are able to be 

declared. 

The Federal Minister, Mr Clyde Holding, has had interim 

National Heritage legislation passed by the Federal Parliament 

to protect sites of significance which may be under threat. 

3. Mining - Aboriginal control and royalties 

The Queensland Aborigines Act 1971 allowed the Trustee 

of reserves (the Director of DAIA) to negotiate a mining 

agreement, including participation in the profits of the mining 

venture, before allowing exploration or mining on reserves. All 

mention of mining has been omitted from the Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act so that Aborigines living on Queensland 

reserves or trust areas have fewer mineral rights than before - 

in fact none. No more royalties will be paid. Section 22(2) of 

DOGIT says 'the Governor in Council shall have regard to the 

views of and any recommendations made by the trustee'. That is, 

Aboriginal Councils can give advice but have no veto powers 

under DOGIT. In this respect, there is little change from 

previous legislation. 
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Frank Brennan comments that: 

The Mining Act contains detailed provisions for compensation 
to occupiers of Crown Land and of private land. Similar 
provisions do not exist for occupiers of lands the subject 
of deeds of grant in trust. (See Mining Act Pt.IV, Division 
IV and Pt. XIII of s.44(4)). A Council will be powerless to 
take out its own authorities to prospect unless the Governor 
in Council gives approval.

13
 

The Yarrabah Council is making moves at the moment to 

take out its own authority to prospect over the whole 

reserve/trust area. The Yarrabah community and Council have 

said many times that they want mineral rights. Such rights 

would have to include veto 'power, provision for payment of 

mining royalty equivalents, and authorities to prospect and mine 

themselves if they so wished. 

The North Queensland Land Council maintains that 

present mining and prospecting in Queensland should be suspended 

until negotiations are held with Aborigines in an effort to 

remedy past injustices. There is a substantial support for the 

North Queensland Land Council at Yarrabah. 

Mr Neville Harper, Member for Auburn (N.P.) a member of 

Parliament, .asked the Minister for Mines and Energy a Question 

Upon Notice on 24 March 1982 on whether mineral rights attached 

to any lands other than Crown lands in Queensland. The answer 

was: 

(1) ... Coal on or below the surface of land that was 
alienated in fee simple by the Crown before .1 March 1910 is 
the property of the owner of that land for royalty purposes 
(with a few exceptions) Other than gold and coal, the  
rights to certain other minerals attach to land alienated 
pursuant to the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1868 and the 
Mineral Lands Act of 1872. Titles to such lands are 
generally referred to as mineral freeholds or mineral 
selections. ... 

Coal has been won in recent years from lands described in 
(1) situated in the Ipswich, Darling Downs and Maryborough 
areas. The owners of such lands have benefited by way of 
the payment of royalty on the coal won. 
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A lease to mine coal, whether the property of the Crown or 
not, may only be granted by the Crown. In the case of other 
minerals which are not the property of the Crown, it is 
competent for the owner of the land to which the mineral 
rights attach to grant a lease or to enter into any 
agreement or arrangement for the purpose of mining those 
minerals 14 

Aborigines under DOGIT have significantly fewer rights 

to minerals than other Queensland landholders. 

4. Compensation for loss of land 

There is no mention of compensation in the Deed of 

Grant legislation for any land resumed by an Act of the 

Queensland Parliament. It 'shall revert to the Crown freed and 

discharged from all encumbrances, estates, or interests 

whatsoever and may be dealt with by the Crown as if it had never 

been granted' •15 

The North Queensland Land Council would like to see 

negotiations held to acquire any lost Aboriginal reserves, 

tribal and other lands before compensation is paid out. 

5. Integrity of reserve boundaries  

DOGIT does not describe the boundaries of the land to 

be granted to Queensland reserve inhabitants. In the Northern 

Territory legislation, the boundaries were set out in a Schedule 

to the Act. Yarrabal is anxiously awaiting the drawing up of 

the deeds to see if areas which were once part of the reserve 

and traditionally a part of the Yarraball community's land - 

False Cape, Green Island, Fitzroy Island and Little Fitzroy 

Island - are included. Other reserves have similar worries, 

e.g. will land excised from Weipa for Comalco and not now used 

be returned, and will all the Palm Island group be included in 

the deed? What about timber reserves and cattle properties used 

by Aboriginal reserves? 
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The previous Minister for Aboriginal and Islander 

Advancement, Mr Tomkins, told Parliament on 23 November 1982, 

that 'it is confirmed that the deeds of grant in trust will be 

based principally upon the existing Aboriginal reserve 

communities'. Be admitted certain discrepancies in land areas, 

however.16 

6. Ancillary rights 

Section 17 of DOGIT amends s.45 of the Forestry Act 

1959-71 so that forest and quarry products are the property of 

the Crown. Yarrabah Aborigines will have to apply and pay for 

permits. If they are not granted, it will be an offence to 

gather or dig forest or quarry products. This is despite the 

fact that these rights were given to Aurukun and Mornington 

Island Aborigines in s.31(2) of the Local Government (Aboriginal 

Lands) Act 1978. 

In Brennan's analysis of DOGIT, he points out that 

Aborigines have less rights than most Europeans who hold 

pastoral tenures, '96.5% of the 146 million hectares, subject to 

tenures current in the books of the Lands Department as at 30 

June 1980, was held as selections or pastoral tenures. Those 

holdings totalled 19,602 of which 88.3% were holdings giving 

full quarry rights ab initio, forestry rights after two years, 

and being capable of conversion to freehold or perpetual 

lease. '17 

Traditional hunting, foraging and fishing rights have 

not been guaranteed under DOGIT. The Community Services 

(Aborigines) Act (s.77(1) & (2)) only allows residents to hunt 

and fish using traditional means for their own consumption. 

They may not sell such products. This means they will not be 

able to keep commercial fishermen Out of their coastal waters. 
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7. Freedom from bureaucratic control and political interference 

(a) The Community Services (Aborigines) Act 1984 (Old)  

The whole question of self-determination and self-

management has been discussed in the sections dealing with the 

Community Services (Aborigines) Act, which is the 

complementary legislation to DOGIT. They reveal an amazing 

amount of bureaucratic control, Ministerial discretion and 

dependence on the goodwill of the Governor in Council rather 

than on the provisions of law. 

(b) Leases 

The Trustees of land granted under DOGIT are expected 

to be the Aboriginal Councils. This is what the Minister has 

led the Yarrabah Council to believe but this is not spelt out in 

DOGIT. The Trustees are not empowered to lease land without the 

prior approval of the Minister. In fact they cannot even sub-

let, mortgage or transfer a lease without Ministerial approval.
18
 

If a lease is approved, it may only run for seventy five years 

and may not be renewed. The Minister can determine whether or 

not the rent shall be the highest annual rent which can 

reasonably be charged)-
9
 

If he/she considers it to be in the public interest, 

the Minister may cancel a lease and any improvements by a tenant 

become the property of the Trustees.
20
 On the other hand, if 

the Trustees cancel a lease, the Minister may rescind the 

cancellation on receipt of an application from the lessee within 

21 days of receiving notice of such a termination by the 

Trustees.21 
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(c) Removal of trustees 

The Government may remove one or all of the Trustees if 

it is considered
-
 in the public interest to do so.

22
 At least 

the conditions under which this can happen should be spelt out 

in law so that there is some protection for the Trustees from 

intimidation. 

(d) Camping 

Many Yarrabah Aborigines live and/or camp out in 

makeshift shelters and will be affected by s.350 of the Lands 

Act which says that persons not occupying a building may not 

stay on land for more than a month without the consent of the 

Minister. They can be charged with trespassing and removed from 

the land by the police.
23
 

(e) Other 

As already outlined, the Government must approve mining 

and mortgages and permits are needed to gather timber, e.g. 

firewood. By-laws made by trustees are subject to the veto of 

the Minister. Also, Trustees are obliged to furnish to the 

Minister all financial information he may reguire.
24
 Rights are 

significantly less than under land rights legislation in the 

Northern Territory and South Australia. 

8. Consultation 

. There has been very little consultation with Queensland 

Aborigines over DOGIT and the Community Services (Aborigines) 

Act. The Aboriginal Advisory Council meeting at Bamaga in 

August 1982 rejected DOGIT while alternatives were explored. A 

Working Party was set up to provide more effective 

consultation. When the Working Group tried to have a meeting, 

the State Government would not recognise or fund it. At the end 

of August 1982, the Working Party held a meeting with the help 

of the Catholic Church. The State Government called one meeting 
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after that, at which the membership of the Working Party, 

including the Chairmanship, was altered by departmental 

intervention. 

9. Crown land 

Point 7 of the North Queensland Land Council principles 

is that any 'Crown land' which is of traditional or sacred 

significance to Aborigines be granted 'without fees or 

constraints.
25
 DOGIT deals only with reserve land. There is no 

mechanism in Queensland for the return of Crown lands or the 

hearing of land claims. This is despite the fact that two-

thirds of Queensland's Aboriginal population live outside the 

reserves. 

10. Country reserves 

The Commonwealth Department of Aboriginal Affairs, 

Cairns, estimates that there are 148.844 ha of country reserve 

land settled on by sixteen communities in its Cairns regional 

administrative area.
26
 Country reserves do not have a DAIA 

administrative presence. 

At the Aboriginal and Islander Catholic Council 

Conference in Cairns in January 1984, Mr Katter said that no 

firm decision had been made on the future of country reserves 

(which are legally Crown land reserved for the benefit of 

Aborigines) but he was willing to consider individual 

applications for them to come under DOGIT.
27
 Unfortunately, 

this would mean coming under much greater bureaucratic control 

because these communities could not come under DOGIT without 

coming under the complementary Community Services (Aborigines) 

Act. 

Yarrabah Councillors spoke in support of and voted for 

the following motion at a conference the writer organised in 

Cairns on 29-30 March 1984: 
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That this meeting calls upon the Queensland Minister 
for Aboriginal and Islander Affairs - Bob Katter - to 
include all country reserves and islands that are 
linked traditionally and spiritually to Aboriginal 
people in the Deed of Grant in Trust.28 

11. Excision - towards assimilation 

Rather than deal with the topic of excisions from deeds 

under the heading of integrity of reserve boundaries, 

alienability or self-management, I am dealing with it separately 

because I think it is very significant. r believe it is part of 

the Government's assimilation plan eventually to make Queensland 

reserves no different from any other country town. 

As far back as 5 April 1978, the then Queensland 

Minister for Aboriginal and Islander Advancement made a 

Ministerial statement outlining the government's policy which is 

seen in action today: 

The communities provide training grounds to achieve this at 
a rate determined by the people themselves. It is expected 
that each community will eventually emerge to become a 
conventional town in the stream of Queensland's progress; 
with back-up support by the industries being developed. 

We seek an end to intelligent so-called parasitism, 
paternalism and a subject race totally dependent upon 
handouts made in the name of government initiatives under 
the ploy of self-determination.29 

From this report it can be seen that Yarrabah 

Aborigines do not believe that they have been moving towards 

self-management or self-determination at their own rate. The 

Queensland Government has in the past legally proscribed this 

and is still doing so. Queensland Aboriginal laws have been and 

still are instruments of oppression and discrimination. 

Depending on the phase of Queensland government policy, 

Queensland laws have also been instruments of segregation and 

assimilation. 
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I contend that the excisions are part of a whittling away 

process to alienate Aboriginal reserve land to the point where in ten 

years time or so Aboriginal Councils will have no land left to be 

trustees of. 

Section 334C of the Land Act says that improvements 

to the property of the Crown will be excluded from the deed 

of grant. This would include schools, hospitals, police 

stations, Department of Community Services buildings and 

Queensland Government staff houses. Also excluded will be 

aerodromes, landing strips, ports, roads, stock routes, 

bridges and railways. 

In addition, s.334D of the Land Act allows a specified 

area (size and location unnamed) to be reserved from the deed 

for unspecified public purposes. 

  

On one of his trips to Yarrabah, the Minister said that 

commercial activity would not be included in the deed. This 

would mean stores, timber mills, bakeries, butchers, potteries 

and clothing shops etc., would be excluded from the deed whether 

or not these existing enterprises were owned by the Department 

of Community Services or the AIB. 

Individual Aborigines are being encouraged for the 

first time to start enterprises. The Minister for Aboriginal 

and Island Affairs has foreshadowed the possibility of the land 

on which individual Aboriginal businesses and farms are run 

being alienated from community title under a lease from the 

Trustees to individual title, e.g. separate deeds of grant. He 

has also foreshadowed Aboriginal residents receiving separate 

deeds for their houses. The Queensland Government until 

recently consistently opposed Aborigines owning land by group 

titles. This trend could prove a threat to traditional 

Aboriginal concepts and practice of community ownership. 
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What we would then have is a 'patchwork quilt' 

situation where the community is divided up into DCS land, AIB 

land, Queensland Department of Education land, Queensland Police 

Department land,
-
 public areas, community land and many small 

deeds for individual Aboriginal land holders. The only land 

over which the Yarrabah Council will be able to make by-laws is 

community land. This will make town planning difficult for the 

Council, which believes the whole of Yarrabah should be 

community land and subject to its by-laws. 

What is going to be left of the reserves in ten years 

time? Will they be just another part of Queensland with a few 

extra black faces? This appears to be what the Queensland 

Government would like to see. 

Yarrabah Aborigines would like equal rights, but they 

also want the right to be different, which is what true equality 

entails. The Federal Liberal/National Country Party policy of 

1975 recognised this in accepting 'the principle that all 

Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders should be as free as 

other Australians to determine their own varied futures' and 

recognising 'the fundamental right of Aborigines to retain their 

racial identity and traditional lifestyle or where desired to 

adopt partially or wholly a European life style'.
30
 Both the 

Queensland and the Federal Governments talk about equality, but 

they define it differently. Aborigines agree with Federal 

governments that equality means the right to be different; the 

right to equal opportunity to determine their own futures. 

The irony of Queensland Government policy is that 'the 

DAIA is supposed to encourage Aborigines to adopt the same 

loyalties and aspirations as European Australians but it reminds 

them of their Aboriginality every day and punishes them for it' 

(e.g. under-payment of award wages etc.) •3l 
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 VII YARRABAH, HUMAN RIGHTS AND LAND RIGHTS 

In the No.7 issue of Human Rights, Newsletter of the 

Human Rights Commission, December 1983, Commissioner Norma Ford 

is reported as being 'concerned that the land rights issue has 

become another vehicle for the propagation of racial prejudice 

which could prevent the issue from being considered in a 

rational and informed manner'.' 

A landmark address was-given by the Deputy Chairman of 

the Human Rights Commission, Mr Peter Bailey, to the Queensland 

Branch of the Institute of International Affairs in November 

1983. He said: 

There could be no more important advance in the area of race 
discrimination than for the Queensland Government to give 
Aboriginal people full rights to land and control over the 
lives of those living on that land.

2
 

He continued: 

Although much conscientious effort is devoted in Queensland 
to assist the Aboriginal people, structural changes are 
required, and much greater attentiveness to and active 
implementation of the wishes of the people themselves. 

He also suggested that Queensland consider legislation to outlaw 

discrimination. 
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CONCLUSION 

As this report shows, there is a long way to go yet in 

Queensland before Aborigines on reserves/trust areas like 

Yarrabah have basic human rights. Although structural changes 

have occurred in the new legislation, full rights to land and 

self-determination have not been achieved. Aboriginal 

aspirations have been largely ignored. Aborigines in Queensland 

have fewer rights at law than other Queenslanders and are 

subject to an Orwellian-type scrutiny that the rest of the 

community would not tolerate. 
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APPENDIX A 

LETTER FROM YARRABAH COMMUNITY COUNCIL TO THE MINISTER FOR  

NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT & ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS, 29 FEB. 1984 

We anticipate that in the not too distant future it is intended 

to grant to this Council by way of Deed in Trust lands at 

Yarrabah. 

We wish to point out to you the areas of land which should be 

the subject of this deed. They comprise the land shown green on 

plan NA 352-001 (B1) annexed hereto being: 

(1) The Reserve for the Benefit of Aboriginal Inhabitants  

of the State of about 154.4sq.km. (formerly R.204). 

(2) Rocky Island being 12.14 ha. (formerly R340 Reserve 

for Aboriginals). 

(3) Lot 146 (formerly SL 28467) of 4047 sq.m. 

(4) Lot 147 Res. 1171 reserved for hospital purposes 

being 2529 sq.m. 

(5) Lot 149 being 2141 sq.m. 

(6) Lot 151 being 8840 sq.m. 

(7) Lot formerly SL42003 being 779 sq.m. 

(8) Lot 162 R.I275 School Reserve 1.333 ha. 

(9) Lot 165 R.1270 (Pt.) Departmental and Official 

purposes reserve being 3.465 ha. 
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(10) Lot 166 R.1296 (Pt.) being 2276 sq.m. 

(11) False Ca pe  

together with the whole of the land comprised in Fitzroy Island 

and Green Island and Little Fitzroy Island. 

In respect to all land abovementioned we also claim that we 

should hold title and control over the land from the high water 

to the low water mark and seas and seabed from the low water 

mark to three (3) miles therefrom in relation to all areas of 

land adjacent to the sea together with Sudbury Reef, Scott Reef 

and Fitzroy Sandbank. 
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APPENDIX B  

FORM 5 

ABORIGINES ACT 1971  

(SECTION 24) 

PERMIT TO VISIT A RESERVE 

This permit authorises the person/s named herein to visit the 

-Reserve between 29-7-1977 and 27-871977 unless sooner revoked. 

SURNAME: Burns CHRISTIAN NAMES: Lloyd 

COUNCIL CHAIRWOMAN/DIRECTOR 

DATE: 27/7/77 A.D. Yeatman 

This permit shall not be granted for any period exceeding one 

month. 

FORM 4  

PERMIT TO RESIDE ON A RESERVE  

ABORIGINES ACT 1971  

(SECTION  

This permit authorises Robert Smallwood & Family, of 

and his/her spouse and children, namely Una subject to the 

conditions endorsed hereon, to reside on the Yarrabah Reserve. 

Date: 9th September 1977 Council Chairman 

Date: Director 



• 
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This permit shall remain in force until the 9th day of October, 

1977 unless sooner revoked. 

Conditions of Permit 

1. That you satisfactorily perform duties allocated to you by 

the Yarrabah Council and from Police Sargeant Wilcox as a 

Community Policeman. 

2. That through your action you demonstrate to the Council the 

will and ability to become an accepted member of this 

Community. 

A.D. Yeatman 

Chairlady - Yarrabah Council 



MOVED: CLARRIE GROGAN SECONDED: MERVYN AHKEE 
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APPENDIX C 

ASPIRATIONS OF CAIRNS ABORIGINES  

RE LOCAL AND SELF MANAGEMENT AND HUMAN RIGHTS 

FUIYAM HOSTEL. CAIRNS 29-3013/84  

RESOLUTIONS 

1. That the Human Rights Commission be commended for using 

Aboriginal and Islander Chairpersons for recent Compulsory 

Conferences in Cairns and this practice be continued and 

that monetary compensation for the injury of being 

discriminated against is a step in the right direction. 

MOVED: MICK CONNOLLY SECONDED: MARIE WALLACE 

2. That the Human Rights Commission should institute a public 

awareness campaign on affirmative action because of the 

community backlash it is causing e.g. in employment 

programmes and Aboriginal Study and Secondary Grants 

Schemes. 

MOVED: EVELYN SCOTT SECONDED: DANNY DE BUSH 

3. That the Cairns Consultative Committee on Community 

Relations encourage owners of public bars in Cairns to 

adopt more relaxed standards of dress suitable to the 

tropics e.g. T-shirts, thongs or barefeet should be 

acceptable. Aborigines from the bush are often refused 

service because of their dress particularly because of not 

wearing shoes. 
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That the Human Rights Commission work towards the changing 

of the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 so that the onus is 

not back on the complainant to take court action if 

conciliation fails. It is noted that under the Sex 

Discrimination Act 1983 the Sex Discrimination Commissioner 

can refer a matter not able to be conciliated to the Human 

Rights Commission which can then hold on inquiry and make a 

determination. The complainant or the Commission can seek 

an order in the Federal Court to enforce such a 

determination. A similar provision should be provided in 

the Racial Discrimination Act 1975. 

MOVED: EVELYN SCOTT SECONDED: MICK MILLER 

5. That the Human Rights Commission expedite proceedings to 

resolve the issue of non-payment of award wages on Qld 

Aboriginal reserves. 

MOVED: GEOFF GUEST SECONDED: BILL HOLLINGSWORTH 

6. That the Human Rights Commission expedite proceedings to 

resolve the issue of the refusal by the Qld Lands 

Department to transfer the lease of Archer River Bend to 

John Koowarta and the Winchanon group. 

MOVED: MICK MILLER SECONDED: MERV AHKEE 

7. That the Cairns Consultative Committee on Community 

Relations be given more power by the Human Rights 

Commission to conciliate locally cases of infringements of 

human rights. Also that there be more feedback from the 

Human Rights Commission office in Canberra to the Cairns 

Consultative Committee e.g. notification of cases received 

directly by Canberra and the progress of -all cases 

involving this area. 

MOVED: MERV AHKEE SECONDED: ROY GRAY 



MOVED: MARJ BALDWIN SECONDED: MICK CONNOLLY 
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8. That the Human Rights Commission write a letter to the  

National press asking for Aborigines to be employed in the 

field of advertising on TV and in newspapers. 

MOVED: MICK CONNOLLY SECONDED: NANETTER AHMAT 

9. That the Human Rights Commission take up with the Old 

Health Department the upgrading of hospitals on Aboriginal 

,communities in Cape York Peninsula and that qualified 

medical and nursing personnel be attached to these 

hospitals. (As it stands, all ante-natal cases have to 

come to Cairns for confinement.) 

MOVED: MARJ BALDWIN SECONDED: DALE CLAUSSEN 

10. That the Human Rights Commission take up with the Old 

Department of Aboriginal and Islander Advancement (DAIA) 

and Community Councils the supply of fresh healthy food 

products to the stores on Aboriginal communities in 

Queensland. 

MOVED: MARJ BALDWIN SECONDED: MERV AH KEE 

11. That the Human Rights Commission take up with the DAIA and 

Community Councils that the standard of housing and 

sanitation on Aboriginal communities in Queensland be 

upgraded because it causes environmental health hazards. 

MOVED: MARJ BALDWIN SECONDED: JIM LEFTWICH 

12. That the Human Rights Commission take up with the Old 

Health Department the appointment of Aborigines to the 

local hospital boards of their area. Also that the Cairns 

Consultative Committee on Community relations take this 

matter up with the Cairns Hospital Board. 



13. That the Human Rights Commission take positive action to 

rectify the stilted perspective generated in the teaching 

of history in that Aboriginal prehistory is taught while 

omitting comparative details of European and Asiatic 

prehistory. 

MOVED: HUGH SKINNER SECONDED: GEOFF GUEST 

14. That this meeting calls upon the Qld Minister for 

Aboriginal and Islander Affairs - Bob Katter - to include 

all country reserves and islands that are linked 

traditionally and spiritually to Aboriginal people in the 

Deed of Grant in Trust. 

MOVED: MICK MILLER SECONDED: MARJ BALDWIN 

15. That this conference welcomes the Qld Government's 

legislation to give some form of land tenure to Qld 

Aboriginal reserves but we believe the following 5 points 

brought up by the Yarrabah Council should be made into 

amendments to the Deed of Grant in Trust legislation so the 

adequate security of tenure and self-management can be 

achieved. Also that the Human Rights Commission take this 

matter up with the Qld government. 

The requirement that the Minister approve all leases 

for occupancy of land the subject of a Deed of Grant 

(s.343, 345 and 350) is not acceptable. The Trustee 

should have an unrestricted right to lease or permit 

occupation to Aboriginal people. groups and  

corporations or permit them to occupy or use land.  

The Trustee need not have any right to lease to 

non-Aboriginal persons but merely a right to allow 

occupancy. 

b) There should be no exclusions from the areas of land 

presently reserved when the Deeds are granted 

(s.344C). The Trustees should hold the land 



MOVED: MICK CONNOLLY SECONDED: NANETTE AHMAT 
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presently used by Government Departments, and all 

buildings presently used by Aboriginal people or for 

enterprises in which they are employed. Government 

Departments should be allowed the right to occupy 

buildings necessary for their proposed functions, 

which rights would be granted by the Trustee. 

Reservations from the grants for public purposes 

(s.344D) should not occur. Where it appears 

necessary to create a public work, it will generally 

be in the interests of the Trustees, and the people 

they represent so that such works will be able to be 

conducted with their consent. Any work not of that 

kind ought to be subject to the usual conditions of 

compulsory acquisition, with compensation. 

d) The Government ought not to have the power to remove 

Trustees (s.340). Trustees ought to be subject only 

to the power of their electors to remove them by 

petition. Furthermore, it will be necessary that 

Trustees continue to hold office as title holders 

(with limited powers to deal with the land) during 

the period from their dismissal until they are 

replaced at a fresh election. It would be 

unacceptable for the title at any time to vest in a 

non-aboriginal Administrator. 

The Council cannot be satisfied about the quality of 

the title they will receive until they are aware of 

their rights to participate in and control mining, 

fishing, forestry, quarrying and the, conduct of 

enterprises in general within their community. The 

Council believes that it should have full control and 

power to regulate what occurs upon and under the land 

and, to a three mile limit from the Coast, upon the 

sea adjacent to its land. 
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16. That the Human Rights Commission request that a draft  

copy of the new Services Legislation be circulated 

widely by the Qld Government for discussion amongst 

the Old community and that adequate consultation time 

be given to Aborigines on Qld reserves. 

MOVED: JOE McGINESS SECONDED: ROY GRAY 

17. That the Human Rights Commission request the Old Government 

to provide maps of the proposed Deed of Grant areas to 

Aboriginal Councils so that they have adequate time to 

determine whether areas granted are in line with what the 

Aboriginal Communities have historically believed to be 

their boundaries. It is also recommended that surveying be 

done by the Australian Survey Office in consultation with 

Aboriginal Councils and elders on reserve/deed boundaries. 

MOVED: MARIE WALLACE SECONDED: SYD GRAY 

18. That the Human Rights Commission take up with the Qld 

Government the need to transfer the DMA housing function 

in urban communities to local Aboriginal Housing Societies. 

MOVED: DANNY DE BUSH SECONDED: JIM LEFTWICH 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

 1. That the Human Rights Commission be notified that one month 

is insufficient time to consult adequately with Aborigines 

of Cairns and Yarrabah on our aspirations on local 

management and human rights and write a document. 

 2. That another meeting be convened of all Aboriginal and 

Islander Welfare organisations in Cairns to form an 

Aboriginal Welfare Council to: 

a) be responsible for the distribution of Emergency 

Relief Funds and 

b) rationalize the delivery of welfare services. 

 3. That in future the Aboriginal Training and Cultural 

Institute be utilized and supported as too many 

Non-Aboriginals are being used to train our people. 
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